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PREFACE 
Process conditions being employed in industry today re-
quire vapor-liquid K-values at higher pressures, lower tem~ 
peratures and more v~ied compositions than was the case a 
few years ago. 
A new correlation method is proposed whereby K-values are 
found from three terms; namely, (1) an ideal solution K~value, 
(2) a liquid activity coefficient and (3) a vapor activity co-
efficient. The work repo~ted ~n this thesis has concentrated 
on the development of a correlation for the ideal K-value, Ideal 
K-values are found from the s~stem pressure, the vapor pres-
sure and the imperfection pressure correction, the latte~ being 
obtained from a virial equation of state. The propos~d ideal 
K-value correlation is compared with ideal K~va~u~s f,o~ three 
other sources. A brief discu1u:1ion of liquid and vapor ac ti vi ty 
coefficients is presented. 
I am deeply indebted to Profeesor W ,,C. Edmi,ter for sug-
gesting the problem of this thesis and for the aid and inspi~ 
ration supplied during the period of preparation. 
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A:rou~d the turn of the century, when the petroleum indus~ 
try first be~ame interested in natural gasoline and the 'front 
end'componepts of crude oil• it became apparent that tne design 
of processing equipment required some quantitative ,xpression 
for the composition of a vapor in equilibrium with a liquid. 
Such~ expression was available in a combination of Raoult's 
and Da.~t_on 's laws which state respectively t,l>.at the partial pres-
su.-e of any compopent in a mixture w;i.11 equal the vapor pressure 
of that co~ponent in the pure ijtate multiplied by its mole frac~ 
~ion in the iiquid mixture and that the total pressure, P, of 
a mixture is equal to the sum of tlie part:i,al pressures of the 
compon~nts present. Symbolically, 
0 
pi 
y = -x 
.p 
Q,tining the 9.quilibrit1111 ratio as 
K = y/~ 
then 
(I-1) 
According to ~~uation I~3, the equilibrium ratio is equal to 
I 
the vapor pressure of the pure component at the temperature of 
the system, divided by the total pressure of the syst~m. 
l 
2 
Bquation ~-3 served ind~stry for many years principally be-
c,use pa~atfin hydro~arbons form nearly ideal liquid sQluttons, 
thu~ tollow:l,ng Raoult's law, and since processing pressures were 
low, the deviatioµs from Dalton's law were small. 
As markets were developed for propane and butane, the need 
for proqess improvemr;tnts became appa.i,ent for the realization of 
inqreased p:ropane and but~e yields and more economic;al operations. 
To accpmplish these i~provement~, higher absorber pressures were 
requir,d, At the same time, the use of low temperature fraction• 
al distillatjon as an analytical tool was perfected. With these 
two developments, the flaws in the Raoult•s-Dalton•s laws became 
apparent. A new correlation for vapor-liquid equilibrium K-val-
ues was necessary. 
FuJacity was proposed as a more convenient function for uee 
in making e~uilibrium caiculations. Fugacities, w~ich have the 
un~ t.s ot p;ressUfe, are used instead of chemical potential to ex ... 
press the criteria ot equilibria which are 
TV = TL U-4) 
Pv = PL 
-v ;= 7L ti i 
the s1,1b,eicripts 'i' refer to any component and·the super-
scripts V and·~ designate vapor and liquid. The bar a-
bove f designates the fugacity in a mixture. 
IA other words: In addition to equal temperature and pres~ 
sures for each phase the fugacities of each component must be 
tbe same in both phases. This fugacity criteria is eq1,1iYalent 
to equal chemical potential for each component in both phases. 
Instead of Raoult's law, ideal solutions may be assumed by 
replacing the pressures in Equation I-1 by fugacities 
where: 
{I-7) 
fL = fugacity of the pure component as liquid at the 
equilibrium temperature and pressure 
fv = fugacity of the pure component as vapor at the 
equilibrium temperature and pressure 
Ideal equilibrium ratios were devised based on 
K = ....l,_ 
X 
(I-8) 
It was found that fugacities could be extrapolated into regions 
above the critical temperature. Thus the developmemts of the 
correlations reviewed in Chapter II had their beginning. 
New K-Value Correlation Form 
Vapor-liquid K-~alues of hydrocarbons and similar substances 
are known to be functions of vapor pressure and the total pressure 
on the system, at least. In the pure state the vapor and total 
pressures are sufficient to define the phase condition. For an ideal 
mixture of components whose vapor phase obeys the perfect gas law 
the vapor and total pressures lead to the K-values used in comput-
ing the composition of the coexisting liquid and vapor phases. 
Departure from perfect gas laws due to high pressures or low 
temperatures and from ideal solutions due to non-additivity of 
both vapo~ and liquid volumes can best be handled by separate 
parts of the correlations. A correlation of this type should be 
more ge~eral and mea~tngful to the design engineer than one in 
which these departures from ideal ,olution and perfect gase$ are 
cpmbined as in a computer program based on an equation of state. 
The K-value correlation that meets the above requirements 
is the following; 
K Ideal (J ... 9) 
As noted by the subscript, t~e K~values apply to the 'actual' 
system and an 'ideal' system in wbich the equilibrium vapor and 
liquid mixtur,s are ideal, i,e., voluines are additive. 
4 
Tb.e aGtivity coefficients, Yt and Yr, are numerical measures 
of the departure of the liquid and vapor phases from ideal solu~ 
tions. These activity coefficients are functions of the compo-
sttions of the equilibrium phases for each component of the sys-
tem and Depresent all effects of composition on the K-value. 
Only one of the four terms in Equation 1-9 can be measured 
experimentally, namely, KActual which is equal to y/x. If two 
of the remainin~ thre~ terms can be calculated by theoretical 
equattons or estimated by empirical methods, the remaining term 
c~ be 'back-calculated'. This is the procedure that is being 
used in this work. 
The procedure in the overall correlatton development is to 
develop an ideal K~value correlation and then to use this along 
with tlle ex~erimental K•ratios available in the literature and 
the Scatchard-Hildebrand (76) liquid activity coefficients to 
derive the vapor activity coefficients. A generalized activity 
5 
coefficient will complete ihe correlation, 
Previous work (15,65) has shown that the Scatchard-Hilde-
~rand 'regular solution' equation is a satisfactory relationship 
for predicting the liquid phase activity coefficients for the 
components of hydrocarbons and gases. Although this •regular solu-
tion' equation has limitations, e.g., it always yields activity 
coefficients that are greater than unity; it is satisfactory for 
most hydrocarbon systems. 
Values of Kldeal are required to obtain vapor activity co• 
efficients. The ideal K~value is the ratio of pure component fu-
~acities (i.e,, ft/fr) and appears to be susceptible to theoret-
ical thermodynamic calculations. For any mixture in a vapor-li-
quid phase equilibriQm state either f~ or t!, but not both, may 
1 1 I 
be computed from PVT data. This limitation is due to the fact 
that one pure state (liquid or vapor) will always be hypothetical 
for all components of a mixture. This situation has been con-
fronted by everyone that has attempted to develop generaiized 
and comprehensive K-value correlations. Different techniques have 
been used to try to circumvent the problems caused by the hypo-
thetical states. 
The hypothetical states arise when one of two situations 
exists for a mixture. Fjrst, a component in the gas phase may be 
present at a pressure exceeding its vapor pressure, thus the vapor 
state for the pure component is hypothetical. Second, a component 
in the liquid phase may be present at a temperature exceeding its 
critical temperature, thus the pure component liquid is hypothet~ 
ical. Edmister (18) and Prausnitz (66) have discussed hypothet-
6 
ical states in considerable detail in recent papers. 
Pyrpose ,of th!s Work 
The purpose of this work is to develop generalized ideal 
K~values that are suitable for the overall K-value correlation 
scheme. 
A new procedure has been used in this work to develop gener-
alize4 ideal K-values that are suitable for the correlation plan 
of this K-value development. As will be shown the new correlation 
for ideal K~values is of the form 
w-here: 
ln Kideal = l,n K0 + UJ(ln K') 
K~ ~d K' are function~ of P and T only 
r r 
UJ = ~centric factor 
(I-10) 
Jn ]llquations I-10 and I-11, K0 is the ideal K-value for a simple 
fluid fqr which uJ F O and K' is a measure of the departure from 
a simple fluid. The use of the acentric factor as one parameter 
in correlating the ideal K-values was suggested by the PVT and 
vapor pressure correlations developed by Pitzer and Curl (64). 
From actual and ideal K-values and the liquid activity co-
efficient the vapor activity coefficient may be found by back 
calculations as shown in the following relationships 
V Kldeal L 
y = ------- y 
y/x 
V L 
ln Y ·= ln Kldeal - ln y/x - ln Y (I-13) 
The logarithmic for111s of Equations 1-11 and I-13 are included to 
show the forms used in the development calculations. 
Three different correlation schemes for Kldeal were devel-
oped and subsequently tested 
1. A correlation based on modified f/P values 
2. A correlation based on x-y data and equation of state 
calculations. 
3. A correlation which uses vapor pressures and virial co-
efficients through the imperfection pressure correction. 
7 
CHAPTER I I 
HIGHLIGHTS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF VAPOR 
LIQUID EQUILIBRIUM CORRELATIONS 
The fugacity of a component in a mixture of gases is 
related _to composition and to the variables of state by the 
rigorous thermodynamic relationship (17) 
=JP (Y. - V.) dp 
0 l. l. 
(II-1) 
The subscr;i.pt "i" refers to any component. The bai;- above f 
designates the value of the fugacity in a mixture. 
Equation II~l is applicable to both liquid and vapor 
phases. ~tis written here for the liquid; thus the composi-
tion of component i is denoted as xi. For the vapor phase, xi 
would be replaced by the vapor mole fraction, y .• 
l. 
The above equation makes use of fugacity, a quantity 
devised and proposed by G. N. Lewis (47) in 1901 as a function 
more convenient for making equilibrium calculations than 
chemical potential. 
Lewis defined fugacity in terms of the free energy 
dG = (RT d ln f)T 
subject to the requirement that 
lim 
P--0 




For a thorough discussion of fugacity refer to the work of 
Tunell (84). 
Rigorous thermodynamic relations almost always require more 
experimental data than are available, therefore, empirical rules 
Qr simplifying assumptions become necessary. Such is the case 
with Equation II-1. 
Often the partial volumes, V., are not available. Further-
i 
more, the pure component molar volume, V.,may be hypothetical. 
i 
To circumvent these difficulties, Lewis and Randall (47) intro-
duced the assumption of additive volumes (Amagat's Law), i.e., 
(II-4) 
Using ~quation II~4, Equation II-1 reduces to the expression 
known as the Lewis and Randall rule 
f. ~ x. f. 
i i i 
(II-5) 
The additive volume assumption can be a drastic one 
especially for the liquid phase. Gilliland and Sullivan (27) 
have pointed out that the Lewis and Randall rule can give large 
errors at high pressures. As a criterion for most mixtures, 
it is not likely to be satisfactory at pressures much greater 
9 
th~ 0.6 times the critical pressure of the component in question. 
The first great strides toward predicting hydrocarbon vapor-
liquid equilibria were made in the period 1930 to 1940. Gener-
alized fugacity correlations were prepared by making use of 
available compressibility data, the Lewis and Randall ~u~e and 
the assumption of van der Waals' law of corresponding states. 
Two significant equilibrium constant correlations resulted from 
these generalized tugacity correlations: (1) The MIT K-charts 
of W. K. Lewis (52) and (2) The Michigan K-eharts of G.G. Brown 
(12). 
MIT K Charts 
~wis and Kay (53) and Newton (58) developed correlations 
whereby the ratio of the fugacity to the pressure, f/P, was 
shown to be determined substantially by the reduced pressure, 
Pr' and the reduced temperature, Tr' These correlations were 
based primarily on PVT data available for pure hydrocarbons. 
The f/P values for the lower reduced temperatures were obtain-
ed by ex~rapolation of the PVT data and by using equilibrium 
data for several b~nary systems. 
Charts of vapor-liquid equilibrium K-values for hydro-
car~Qns were prepared from f/P vs. T and P correlations and 
r r 
~ome experimental data on the solubility of light gases. 
The MIT K-values prepared in the early 1930's were de-
rived through cognizance of equal chemical potential between 
phas~s, assumption of the Lewis and Randall rule for both 
phases and neglect of the influence of pressure on the liquid 
tug~city~ 
These co~relaiions did not take into account the composi-
tion of the system and the influence of the chemical nature of 
the constituents. Such inadequacies· in these two correlations 
10 
were recognized early. Except for the use of experimental data, 
these correlations did little more than correct for the non-ideal 
behavior of the gas phase. 
11 
The MIT K•charts do not give completely ideal K-values, 
even thoqgh temperature and pressure are the only variables. An 
example of the use of these charts may be found in Chapter 18 of 
Edmister's book, Applied Hydrocarbon Thermodynamics. 
The Michigan K-value charts (12) were developed in a man-
ner similar to that of the MIT charts and need not be discussed 
also. 
Polyco K Charts 
1 The Polyco work was done by Benedict,et al. at M. W. Kel-
losg's Jersey City Laboratory. The fugacities of 12 light hydro-
carbons were calculated using the Benedict equation of state (7). 
The authors found that the effect of composition on fugacity 
and the K-values could be represented with sufficient accuracy 
by a single composition variable for each phase, the molal aver-
age boiling point for mixtures and conditions studied by them. 
This was admitted to be a compromise between precision and practi-
cality, but the results otherwise would have been unwieldy. With 
this simplification fugacity calculations were made for selected 
binary hydrocarbon systems in such a way as to simulate all pos-
sible mixtures of the seven normal paraffins between methane and 
n~beptane, By selecting binary systems, the assumption was made 
that the balance of the mixture could be treated as a single aver-
age hypothetical component. This is an approximation which has 
1Polymerization Process Corporation, a polymerization pat-
ent holding company jointly owned by Texaco, Pure, Phillips, 
StaQdard Oil (Indiana) and Kellogg. 
been justified by the results. The resulting binary system 
fugaQity coefficients were correlated as a function of pressure, 
temperature and the molal average boiling point of the phase in 
question, 
The original charts were plots of fugacity coefficients a-
gainst temperature. These were replotted and published by the 
12 
M. W, Kellogg Company in 1950 (45). Publication was in two parts, 
one containing 144 charts of K-values with correction factors for 
pressures up to 1000 psi and the other containing 132 charts of 
tugacity coefficients for pressures from 1000 to 3600 psi. 
De Priester (16) using additional experimental K data, mod-
ified the atmospheric to 1000 psi Kellogg charts to the form of 
two parameter charts, one ~or the liquid phase and one for the 
vapor phase for each hydrocarbon, thus condensing 144 charts to 
24 charts and at the same time improving the accuracy of the cor-
relation. 
Edmister-Ruby Correlation 
Using the fugacity values obtained by Benedict et al. (7,9), 
Edmister and Ruby (21) developed generalized correlations giving 
vapor and liquid activity coefficients as functions of reduced 
temperature, reduced pressure and boiling point ratio. The cor-
relation of Benedict et al. was reduced from 276 charts to six 
charts which can be used directly in reduced units to obtain 
equilibrium vapor-liquid dildl'!'tbution ratios, or to prepare K-
value plots for individual hydrocarbons with specific temperature 
and pressure scales. 
These correlations are completely generalized and contain 
none of the original adjustments used by De Priester in his im-
provement of the Polyco charts. Edmister and Ruby (21) present 
statistical evidence that their correlation is as good as that 
of De Priester and it may be better due to the generalization 
included. 
Watson et al. Charts 
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This K-value correlation had its beginning at the University 
of Wisconsin and was completed at the Sinclair Refining Company. 
Gamson and Watson (27) proposed that the phenomenon of the 
convergence of equilibrium ratios of components of mixtures to 
K = 1.0 be taken into account by means of activity coefficients 
to express the deviation from ideal solution behavior in the 
liquid and vapor phases. 
On the basis of generalized fugacity coefficients and the 
pseudo critical concept, Gamson and Watson developed equations 
for the activity coefficients. These equations were simplified 
and modified empirically by Smith and Watson (80) as a basis for 
a general graphical correlation of activity coefficients, as 
functions of the pseudocritical temperatures and pressures of 
the phases. The resulting charts were published by Smith and 
Smith (81). 
The Smith and Watson activity coefficients and the depend-
ent Smith and Smith charts suffer from two limitations: (1) The 
simplified critical ratio assumption for temperature and pressure 
made in the vapor phase correlation which is valid for paraffin 
14 
~ydrocarbons only and (2) the use of pseudo reduced conditions 
in developing the liquid phase activity coefficient correlation, 
Prausnitz-Edmister-Chao Correlation 
Pz,ausnitz-Edmister-Chao (65) developed a ~ethod for corre-
lating vapor-liquid K-values for conditions where deviation from 
ideal solutions arises mainly in the liquid phase, 
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The three coefficiepts, Ti, Vi and pi are evaluated at system 
conditions, i.e,, the temperature and pressure of the system. The 
reference state for the liquid activity coefficient is the same 
pure component fugacity that appears in the ~. term, thus mak-
J. 
ing the numerator terms, Yi and V1 compatible. 
The Redlich-Kwong (68) equation of state was used by these 
authors for evaluating,. and the Scatchard-Hildebrand relation-
J. 
ship (76) was used for evaluating Y .• The solubility parameters, 
l. 
liquid volumes and pure liquid fugacity coefficients for light 
gaseous solutes were d~rived from experimental vapor-liquid 
equilibria data and these relationships. 
The ~iquid activity coefficient, Y., is a measure of the 
1 
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departure from ideal solutions. The vapor fugacity coefficient, 
Ji, is a measure of the combined departure from perfect gases 
and from ideal vapor mixtures. Thus the nonideality terms in 
th~ PEC equation are measures of different departures for the 
liquid and vapor mixtures. 
The work of Prausnitz, Edmister and Chao demonstrated the 
following; 
(1) The calculation of light hydrocarbon vapor-liquid 
equilibria by the ·use of solubility parameters appears 
to give correctly the liquid phase composition effects. 
The solubility parameter is a useful tool for the 
correlation and prediction of hydrocarbon vapor-liquid 
equilibria. 
(2) Composition-corrected K-values are not convenient to 
apply in practical problems and this method is no 
exception. 
(3) Siaplifi~ation can be obtained by taking the solubil-
ity parameter to be pressure insensitive. 
Pigg (60) in a study of ethane binaries used the method 
suggested by Prausnitz, Edmister and Chao with the added simpli-
fication that the solubility parameter was assumed to be insen-
sitive to temperature as well as pressure. The average predict-
ed K-values were reported to deviate only 6 per cent from exper~ 
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imental valuee, Qompared to 26 per cent when using the NGAA con-
ve~gence pressure method (57). A similnr stuly was made by 
Pipkin (61) for meth~ne b:inaries. 
Chao-Seader Correlation 
Chao and Seader (15) developed a general correlation 
fqr vapor~ltquid equilibria using the equation used by 
Prausnitz, Edmister and Chao (65) in their work (Equation 
IJ-6). 
The pure liquid fugacity coefficient, Y., is primarily 
1 
respon~ible for reflecting the effects of component identity, 
temperature and pressure. It is analagous to the familiar 'ideal' 
K-value. It is identical to the true K-value when the vapor mix-
ture is an ideal gas and the liquid solution is also ideal, i.e.~ 
i. = 1.0 and 'Y. = 1.0 .. 
i. 1 
The fugacity coefficient in the vapor mixture,,., is al-
1 
ways close to unity at sufficiently low pressures. As pressure 
is increased, it decreases markedly for the heavy components, 
however, for the light components, it usually changes only slight-
ly. 
The activity coefficient in the liquid solution, Y., ap-
1. 
proache~ unity for the component present in high concentration 
in the liquid phase. It takes the place of the 'aromaticity cor-
rectton factor' in common use for light components (8J). 
The fugacity coefficient, V ., is a pure component property; 
l. 
it may be correlated in the framework of the principle of corre-
&ponding states. The activity coefficient, r, is usually ex~ 
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preseed in terms of f i ther van ... l,aar or Margules type of equations. 
B~ldebr,md •·s eq,uat:l.on (76), llfhich is of the van-Laar type was 
used by Chao and Seader in their work. The relatively simple 
Redlich~Kwong equation (68) has been tound to yield satisfactory 
results over a wide range of conditions for calculation of~. 
This K-value correlation applies to hydrocarbons of vari-
ous ~ype~, including paraffins, olefins, aromatics and naphthenes. 
The ti~a~ correlation has been tested by the authors on mixtures 
ot the above types of compounds. The overall average deviation 
from 2700 experimental data points was reported by Chao and Sea-
der to be 8.7%. 
The Chao~Seader K-value correlation lul,s been programmed 
for the IBM 650 digital computer by Edmister, Joyner and Maddox 
(22). The equations in the Chao-Seader correlation can be sol-
ved to get the vapor~liquid K-values for a ~ixture providing the 
compositions of the coexisting equilibrium vapor and liquid phases 
are known (given, assumed or from a previous trial). In apply-
ing this K"value prediction method, it is necessary to check bub-
ble point, d•w point or flash calculations to see if the resulting 
compositions agree with those used in the K-value predictions. 
Two forms o( the Chao•Seader IBM 650 computer program are 
available. The first uses the augmented 650 with automatic float-
ing decimal, indexing registers and immediate access storage. Three 
options are included in this program: a bubble point calculation, 
a dew point ~alculation and a flash calculation. 
The second program uses only the automatic floating decimal 
and indexing registers~ Two options are included in tbis deck: 
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a bubble point calculation and a dew point calculation. The flash 
calculation was omitted since this calculation is excessively time 
coasunting without immediate access storage. 
Chao and Seader developed their K-value correlation using the 
JBM 704 digital computer. Chao and Seader have prepared a com-
puter program for this machine. 
xonvergence Pressure~Based Correlation 
l'he Qder,tanding of the idea: of convergence pressure is 
facilitated by considering a pressure-equilibrium plot for a bi-
n~r mixtu~e at constant temperature (Figure 1). When the K-val-
ues for both components a.re plotted in this way, the resulting 
ClU"VO Qrosses K = l.O at two points, namely, the vapor pressure 
of the heavier component and the convergence pressure of the mix-
t~e. 
The conYergence pressure of a hydrocarbon system for a given 
temperature is the pressure at which the K-values of all compo-
nents of the system are equal to unity. The convergence pressure 
of a bina.rr is the critical pressure of the mixture of the binary 
components that has a critical temperature equal to tie system tem-
pe"ature. 
The latter definition of convergence pressure works fine so 
long as the system temperature is between the critical temperature 
of the two components. For a binary system the convergence pres~ 
sure ts set by the system temperature and identity only. For a 
multicomponent system the convergence pressure is a function of 
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Figure 1 
Convergence Pressure Concept for 
Vapor-Liquid K Correlations (20) 
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sure as a correlating parameter is that there is no theoretical 
method for calculating tbe conver~ence pressure of a multicom-
ponent system. In fact, there is not even a generally accept-
ed definition of convergence pressure for a multicomponent sys-
tem. 
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Hadden (33) developed a theory of ~onvergence pressure for 
ternary and more complex systems which was shown to be commen-
surate with Gibbs' phase rule. Hadden showed the convergence 
pressure to be a function of the operating temperature and of the 
liquid-pbasl composition exclusive of the lightest component con-
centration. Qadden introduced the concept of quasi-convergence 
pressure for temperatures below the critical temperature of the 
ligntest component. 
The quasi-convergence pressure has no physical significance. 
It is merely a convenient correlating parameter. All of the evi-
dence to date indicates that the quasi-convergence pressure is a 
function of the light component identity alone and is independent 
of the heavy component identity. For binary mixtures the quasi-
convergence pressure can be taken as the critical pressure of the 
lightest component. 
None of the convergence pressure methods are based on theo-
retical developments as are the K-value correlation methods dis-
cussed earlier. Each of the different convergence pressure meth-
ods attempts to correlate empirically the bulk of vapor-liquid 
equilibria data available in the literature. 
In 1933, Katz and Brown (40) pointed out that in order to 
predict the K-value of any component at a given temperature and 
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pressure one must know the molecular weight, critical tempera-
ture and vapor pressure of the component and the critical point 
of the mixture. These authors further stated that the K-value 
is unity for a component when its vapor pressure equals the sys-
tem pressure and that the K-value is also unity at the critical 
point of the mixture. These authors did not define the conver-
gence pressure, but they did state the fundamental principles 
of it. 
Katz and Hachmuth (41) in 1937 investiga_ted the variation 
of hydrocarbon-natural gas-crude oil K-values with pressure by 
making actual phase equilibria measurements. These pressure ef-
fects were shown on log K vs. log P scales with one chart for 
each temperature. The point of interest was that for each hy-
drocarbon, all curves intersected the unity K-value at a pressure 
above the pressure of the highest measurement. 
White and Brown ·(89), investigating narrow petroleum cuts 
in 1942, showed the convergence pressure phenomenon for hydro-
o carbons from pentane up to the 725 F. boiling point. They also 
presented critical locus curves for a naphtha and for a furnace 
oil. Using their own data and data previously published these 
authors correlated the minimum K-value for the higher boiling 
components with vapor pressure and with convergence pressure. 
Rzasa et al. (72) developed a correlation for predicting 
the convergence pressure of systems containing methane or natural 
gas with complex hydrocarbon mixtures ranging from natural gaso-
line to crude oils. The resulting correlation gave convergence 
pressure as a function of the temperature and the product of 
~olecular weight and specific gravity of the heptane plus trac-
tion. 
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Organick and Brown (59) developed an empirical correlation 
of the convergence pressure type for equilibrium volatility ra-
tios. In tpis correlation the convergence pressure is found from 
the molal average boiling point of the equilibrium phase and the 
average molecular weight of the equilibrium liquid. This method 
involves trial and error which is an obvious disadvantage. 
There are two K-value correlations that use the nomographic 
technique. These are the Winn (90,91) correlation and the Braun 
correlation described by Lenoir et al. (46,47,48,4S). 
The Winn correlation is applicable to light hydrocarbons, 
narrow cut petroleum fractions and certain non-hydrocarbons. The 
Winq nomographs are presented as a function of the system temper-
ature and pressure and the composition of the liquid phase. The 
co•position is taken into account by use of a convergence pres-
sure parameter and a solvent-character parameter. 
The Winn correlation consists of a basic nomogram applicable 
from 40 to 800°F. and 10 to 5000 psia to systems of paraffin 
hydrocarbons from methane through heptane, to the olefins of the 
corresponding boiling point and to certain non-hydrocarbons.This 
nomogram is for a constant convergence pressure of 5000 psia. 
The basic nomogram can be corrected to system pressures up to 
10,000 psia by use of a correction plot. A second coordinate 
plot and an equation are provided to obtain K-values for high-
boiling compounds and narrow-cut petroleum fractions. The co-
ordinate plot and the equation are used in conjunction with the 
baeiQ nomograph. Winn suggest~ that the Hadden correlations and 
methods for evaluating the convergence pressure be used in con-
junction with his correlation. 
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The Braun K-ratio correlation is based upon the use of an 
inte:rmediate parameter, K10 , which is the K-value at the system 
temperature and 10 psia for the hydrocarbon in question. By means 
of this intermediate parameter the variables affecting the K-val-
ue have been factored out so that K10 is a function of temperature 
and the component while the actual K~value is a function of K10 , 
pressure and the convergence pressure. 
In using the Braun (36) correlation to obtain an equilibrium 
ratio, there are three steps. First we compute the convergence 
pressure, or the quasi- convergence pressure, of the multicom-
ponent hydrocarbon mixture. Second, we look up the low pressure 
equilibrium value, the K10, for each component of the mixture. 
Third, we find the equilibrium ratio at the system pressure for 
each component. 
The Braun correlation is applicable to 68 aliphatic, olefinic, 
aromatic and naphthenic hydrocarbons. The correlation is also 
applicable to hydrocarbon systems containing small amounts of 
hydrogen, carbon monoxide, nitrogen, hydrogen sulfide and water. 
The temperature range is -200 to 900°F. and the pressure range 
is 10 to 10,000 psia. All components are not covered over the 
above mentioned temperature and pressure ranges. 
The NGAA K-charts (57) published in 1955 were constructed by 
the Fluor Corporation from data compiled by Dr. G.G. Brown and by 
Fluor. The decision was later made to expand the data into lower 
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te111M'l'a.:ture ranges than those previously covered. This was done 
by extrapolation and cross plotting. Equations have been fitted 
to these K-charts and a digital computer program has been devel-
' 
oped for calculating K-values from temperature, pressure and con-
vergence pressure. The NGAA K-charts are widely used and have 
served industry reasonably well for calculating equilibri1111 ra-
tios for a wide range of hydrocarbon mixtures. 
These charts are based on a convergence pressure derived 
from a hypothetical binary liquid. This pseudo-binary mixture 
is composed of the lightest component of the mixture and a hypo-
thetical heavy component. The hypothetical heavy component is 
composed of all components other than the lightest component. One 
uses a·weighted average method to obtain the critical temperature 
and pressure of this 'heavy component•. Generally, only the use 
of the critical temperature of the 'heavy component'is necessary 
to draw a critical loci curve from which the convergence pressure 
can be read. After the convergence pressure is determined, the 
K-values are read from charts for the nearest convergence pressure. 
The charts for the lower convergence pressures are based 
largely on data from the binary paraffin systems investigated by 
Sage, Lacey and co-workers. The higher convergence pressure charts 
are based on data for mixtures of lower molecular weight hydrocar-
bons with complex mixtures of higher molecular weight hydrocar-
bona. The higher molecular weight mixtures contained non-
hydrocarbon species and data from these mixtures are not consistent 
with data on mixtures containing normal paraffins. Other incon-
sistencies were introduced with the extrapolation and cross plot-
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ting used to expand the correlation. 
CHAPTER III 
.IDEAL K~VALUES FROM MODIFIED GENERALIZED f/P CORRELATIONS 
The basic K-value expression for this correlating scheme can 
be obtain~d from the correlation equation of Prausnitz, Edmister 
~d Ctiao (65) and that of Chao and Seader (15) 
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The aetivity coefficients, yL and Yv, in Equation III-2 re-
present the departures trom ideal mixtures in the liquid and va-
por phases, respectively. For the heavier 'solvent' components 
of a mixture, the values of YL will be nearer unity than the yL 
tor the lighter 'solute' components of the mixture. Similarly, 
the values of yV will be nearer unity for the lighter 'solute' 
L components t~an for the heavier 'solvent' components. Both Y 
and YV appioach unity as the concentrations approach unity, i.e., 
YV approaches unity as the vapor phase concentration approaches 
unity and yL approaches unity as the liquid phase concentration 
~f the solvent approaches unity. 
Because of these effects and trends, it appears logical to 
express the K~value as a function of YL, YV and Kideal as shown 
i~ Equation III-2. Kideal is visualized as a function of temper-
~tu~e and pr~ssure only for each component while the activity 
coefficients, yL and Y~ are functions of the physical properties 
of the mixture components, concentrations and conditions. 
This Kideal correlation was developed from the Pitzer (51) 
and Prausnitz (66) generalized f/P correlations for pure and hypo-
thetical vapors and the Chao and Seader (15) correlation for real 
and hypothetical liquids. This was based on the following com-
bination of equations 
t/P (III-3) 
(f/P) 0 (III ... 4) 
where: 
Kldeal = Ko (K, )w (III-5) 
K0 = Ideal K-value for the simple ( =0) fluid 
K' = Correction for departure from the simple fluid 
U = (f/P)L 
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Chao and Seader (15) developed empirical correlations for V0 
and )) '. Pitzeljet aL (62,63,64) developed correlations for 
(f/P) 0 and (f/P)' in the real gas region. Prausnitz (66) extend-
ed ~he f/P correlations into the hypothetical vapor state and Ed-
•ister (19) put this hypothetical f/P correlation into (f/P) 0 and 
(f/P)' form. 
Changes were made in the Prausnitz (66) hypothetical vapor, 
(f/P);, and in the Chao and Seader (15) hypothetical liquid, V~, 
values to satisfy the requirement that K0 = 1.0 at the vapor pres-
sure. These revisions were made for each reduced temperature~ 
The method of revision is illustrated in Figure 2 for T = 0.8 r 
and in Figure 3 for T = 1.4. 
r 
At reduced temperatures less than unity the (f/P): curves 
for the hypothetical vapor were revised to intersect the))~ 
t th · th t of the -i 0 curves a e vapor pressure, assuming e correc ness vL 
curves at T < 1.0. Similarly, the curves were revised for reduced 
r 
temperatures greater than unity to intersect the (f/P); curves at 
the vapor pressure (extrapolated), thus accepting the (f/P); values 
for the real vapor. These modifications can be only made at the 
vapor pressures, which is an obvious limitation. 
Using these revisfons in the hypothetical vapor and liquid 
fugacity coefficients, revised plots were made of V0 and (f/P); 
as functions of reduced temperature and reduced pressure. Figure 
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Figure 2 
Illustration of Adjustment of Vapor Fugacity Coefficient 
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Smoothed Values of Fugacity Coefficient for Pure Simple Vapor (24). ~ ,_. 
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reduced temperatures equal to and greater than unity and the mod-
ified hypothetical vapor state (f/P); values of Prausnitz (66) 
for reduced temperatures less than unity. Two bases were used 
in making the revisions to the curves for the low reduced tem-
peratures: (1) the vapor pressure intersection criterion of Fig~ 
ures 2 and 3 and (2) reasonable and smooth cross plots of K;deal 
as a function of reduced temperature and reduced pressure. No 
revisions were made to the Tr~ 1.0 isotherms of Pitzer,et al. 
A simple fluid liquid fugacity coefficient plot, Figure 5, 
was prepared from the )) ~ values of Chao and Seader after making 
the following revisions: (1) The T > 1.0 isotherms were raised 
r 
in the higher pressure region by the vapor pressure intersection 
requirement of Figures 2 and 3 and (2) The higher pressure end 
ot the 'l' < 1.0 isotherms were rai.sed by cross plotting to gi,ve ,.. 
smooth curves that yielded Kideal values which conformed to known 
trends. 
Ideal K-values for the simple fluid were calculated using 
the smoothed, pure component fugacity coefficients from Figures 
4 and 5. These K-values are shown in Figure 6 as a function of 
reduced temperature and reduced pressure. 
There are two ways of evaluating the correction term, K': 
(1) directly from the correction terms of the generalized f/P. 
correlations described above and (2) from the requirement that 
Kldeal = 1.0 at the vapor pressure for substan~es of different 
acentric factor. 
In terms of the fugacity I pressure ratio 
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Saoothed K~deal through K' Relationship 
)} 
K' = I (111-7) 
(f/P) 
where: )) = v0 (V')w (III-8) 
f/P = (f/P) 0 ((f/P)') UJ (III-9) 
Values of K' were calculated using Equation III-7 and the 
previously noted sources of V' and (f/P) '.o These were tested 
0 0 together with the values of K from the plot of K vs. Tr and 
Pr (Figure 6) at the vapor pressure at various acentric factors. 
It was concluded that these values of K' were not satisfactory 
since the unity K-value requirement was not satisfied at the va-
por pressures. Even though the K-values calculated in this man-
ner did not satisfy the vapor pressure requirement, they did 
suggest K' to be a function of reduced temperature only. 
The requirement that K = 1.0 at the vapor pressure was the 
basis used for the K' correlation shown in Figure 7. The proce-
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dure used in obtaining values for this correlation and for obtain-
ing the smoothed K0 correlation, shown as the dashed portion of 
Figure 6, is outlined in Appendix G. A sample calculation il-
lustrating the method is also included. Results of the calcu-
lations using thi.s procedure are tabulated in Table XXVI. 
The technique used in developing the above K0 and K' cor-
relations is limited in range of application and it was found 
not adequate for the lower reduced temperature and higher reduced 
pressure regions. It was necessary to use another method to com-
plete the ideal K-value correlationu Thus the simultaneous study 
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Correction Factor - K' versus 1/Tr (25) 
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K-value correlation from experimental x-y data discussed in Chap-
ter IV and (2) the 'imperfection pressure correction' approach 
discussed in Chapter V. 
The Hougen K-Value Correlation 
Hougen and co-workers (38) developed a generalized three parameter 
ideal K-value cor~elation from PVT data (Figure 8). The three 
para~eters were reduced pressure, reduced temperature and the 
critical compressibility factor. The correlation chart publish-
ed by Hougen (38) was for a critical compressibility fact(ir of 
0.27. The critical compressibility factor and the acentric fac-
tor ~re related by the following equation 
Z = (0.293) -(0.078)uJ 
C 
(III-10) 
With the relationship between the acentric factor and the criti-
·cal compressibility factor available, it is possible to convert 
the Hougen K-values to a zero acentric factor basis by the use 
of vapor pressure ratios as follows 
The Hougen K-values were converted to the zero acentric factor 
basis using Equation III- 11. The resulting K-values are present-
ed in Figure 9. 
A comparison of Figures 6 and 9 shows that the Hougen ideal 
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1. 2.0 
trom the modified t/P correlations. The greatest deviation oc-
curs at the lower reduced temperatures. There is good agreement 
between the two correlations in the region of high reduced pres-
sure and high reduced temperature. 
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CHAPTER IV 
IDEAL FUGACITIES FROM EXPERIMENTAL 
VAPOR-LIQUID EQUILIBRIA DATA 
0 Ideal K-values, including their K and K• components, were 
evaluated from experimental vapor-liquid equilibria data by a 
met~od similar to that used by Hoffmap,et al. (37) in their eval-
uation ot standard state fugaeities of hypothetical vapors from 
vapor phase activity coefficients. The method used here differs 
only in a few details from that of HoffmanJet al. These differ-
ences will be poin~ed out as the discussion progresses. 
The da.ta of three binary systems were selected, namely, the 
mixtures of methane-ethane (11), ethane-n-butane (43) and ethane-
n-heptane (42). These systems were chosen because the heavy com-
ponents covered a wide range of acentric factors, 0.105 to 0.352, 
and because ethane appeared in these mixtures both as solute and 
solvent. Hoffman et al. used the data of the binary systems meth-
ane~propane (1,73), ethane~n-pentane (67) 1 ethane-benzene (44), 
propane-n.pentane (74) and propane-benzene (31). 
Prior to making any calculations it was necessary to plot the 
experimental data on large scale coordinates to permit the read-
ing of x and y values along several isotherms at uniform pressure 
intervals. This preliminary data processing was necessary because 
the calculations were to be made and the results plotted at iso-
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thermal conditions. 
Vapor Phase Analysis 
Fugacity coefficients were calculated for the light compo-
nent in the pure vapor state and in the mixture at the system 
temperature and pressure. The fugacity coefficients were eval-
uated using the equations of state of Black (10), Redlich-Kwong 
(68) and Benedict-Webb~Rubin (7). Calculations were made at the 
values of pressure, temperature and composition corresponding to 
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the experimental points. The actual calculations were carried out 
using the IBM 650 computer programs of Stuckey and Thompson (84, 
85). 
Vapqr phase activity coefficients were then computed from 
these fugacity coefficients as follows 
= ln r! I f!y. (IV-1) 
i 1 i 
Typical results of such calculations are presented in Figure 10. 
Here the log of the vapor activity coefficient is plotted against 
mole fraction for ethane of the ethane-heptane binary at 250°F. 
Two features of this plot deserve comment, namely: (1) the wide 
spread between the curves for the three different equations of 
state and (2) the upturn of the curves between 0.80 and 0.92 mole 
fraction ethane in the region where the system pressure is the 
highest. 
The spread in the curves in Figure 10 is probably due to the 
different combination rules used for the individual component con-
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reason to choose one equation of state over another. The Black 
and the Redlich.Kwong equations offer simplicity, the Black being 
the simpler of the two since it is already in generalized form. 
Black's equation,which is limited to an upper pressure of 0.9 to 
0.95 of the critical pressure, was developed for vapors whereas 
the Redlich-Kwong equation was developed for gases. The Black 
equa~ion gives negative values for the compressibility factor at 
high pressures. From a practical standpoint the R-K equation 
would be the best, at least where T ~ 1.0 for the light compo-r 
nent. The Black equation was chosen for this work since it was 
the equation that Roffman et al. (37) had used in their work. 
V The plots of ln Y vs. mole fraction based on all of the 
equations of state studied showed the upturn at high ethane mole 
fraction seen in Figure 10. This phenomenon has been observed 
in investigations of other binary systems. The upturn cannot be 
attributed to the equations of state themselves, but rather to 
the approach of the phase boundary between liquid and vapor phases. 
The upturn of Figure 10 begins at approximately 0.82 mole 
fraction where the rate of increase of mole fraction with increas-
ing pressure on the phase diagram begins to decrease. The upturn 
becomes a maximum at the point on the phase diagram where the rate 
of increase of mole fraction with pressure is zero. 
At 250°F. it is not possible for ethane in the ethane-n-hep-
tane system to exist at mole fractions greater than 0.916 for two 
phase systems. This can be seen by referring to the phase dia-
gram for the ethane-n-heptane system (42). 
Smooth curves that extr~polated to ln YV = 0 at y = 1.0 were 
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V drawn to re~resent the Y vs. y relationship for ethane inn-hep-
tane at 250°F. These curves are shown as dashed lines in Figure 
lO. 
The activity coefficient for the dissolved component, i.e., 
the component in the hypothetical state, can be found through 
use of the Gibbs-Duhem (39) relationship. The Duhem equation 
is commonly applied to binary liquid-vapor systems at equilibrium 
and is used widely in the calculation of the composition of the 
coexisting phases of binary systems. 
The rigorous form of the Gibbs-Duhem equation at constant 
temperature is (39) 
d ln r1 
d ln y 1 
d ln r2 
d ln y 2 
V dP 
m 
= iT dy1 
(IV-2) 
Theoretically, this equation applies only to a process car-
ried out at constant temperature and pressure on the liquid phase. 
In most mixtures encountered in vapor-liquid equilibria, if one 
varies the composition at constant temperature, the total pres-
sure also varies and Equation IV-2 is not strictly applicable. 
This equation would apply for the constant temperature case if 
some method other than the vapor pressure were employed to exert 
pressure on the liquid which was adjusted to keep the total pres-
sure constant (71). For isothermal data, as was used in this 
study, the constant temperature-,pressure Gibbs-Duhem equation is 
often an excellent approximation, especially at moderate pressures. 
For this work, the following short form of the Gibbs-Duhem 
equation was used to calculate the vapor activity coefficient 
for the heavy component by numerical integration 
ln YV 
2 
d ln lv 
1 c1v ... 3) 
Figure 11 shows the smoothed result of the integration of the 
250°F. isotherm for the ethane-n-heptane binary. 
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The dashed portion of the curves refers to the extrapolated 
portion of Figure 10, i.e., the region outside the boundary of 
the phase diagram. The dashed portion of the curves, therefore, 
represents an unreal state. 
Roffman et al. (37) obtained vapor activity coefficients.for 
the less volatile component of binary mixtures through use of the 
van Laar equation, a particular solution to the Duhem equation. 
V 
log ri = (IV-4) 
Equation IV-4 was fitted to the isothermal vapor phase activity 
coefficients of the light component of each of the binary mix-
tures studied. The a~. constants were then used to calculate the 
J.J 
isothermal vapor phase activity coefficients for the heavy com-
ponent of the binary mixtures. 
The results obtained using Equation IV-3 are in excellent 
agreement with those via Equation IV-4. Application of the nu-
merical integration procedure is straight-forward and yields accu-
rate results with less effort than the Hoffman procedure. The 
numeric~! integration procedure is, therefore, the preferable me-
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Activity Coefficients of 2thane and n-ITcpt~ne in 
Ey_uilibrium Vapor of c2-n-c7 Binary at 250°F. (23) 
light component to the vapor activity coefficient of the heavy 
component. This procedure is applicable only when x-y data is 
available for the entire composition range. 
The YV values derived in this way for the heavy component 
of the mixture were used in the calculation of the corresponding 
(fv/P) values. V fhis calculation was made by dividing the r 8 
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V -V value by the pH (i.e.,(f /Py)8 ) value computed by the Black equa-
tion for the same component at the same conditions. This calcu-
lation, which is made by Equation IV-1, gives an (fV/P) value 
for a hypothetical vapor. This is because the heavy component 
can exist only as a liquid in the pure state at the pressure in-
volved. 
In this manner the f/P ratios were computed for the heavy 
components of the three binaries studied, giving values for ethane, 
n-butane and n-heptane as hypothetical vapors. A comparison of 
then-butane values with the results Hoffman et al. reported for 
Z = 0.27 is given in Table I. 
C 
The f/P values compared in Table I show the agreement of the 
Hoffman method and the method used in this work. The Hoffman,et 
al. values were based on their calculations for propane, n~pentane 
and benzene. 
The hypothetical (f/P)V values for the heavy components of 
the methane-ethane, ethane-n-butane and ethane-n-heptane binaries 
were used to prepare plots of ln f/P vs. UJ. The best straight 
lines were drawn through the points and were extrapolated to 
uJ: 0 to get the values of (f/P);. These values are plotted as 
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COMPAl?ISON OF HYPOTHETICAL f/P VALUES 
(f/P)HV (f/P)HV 
Hoffman et al. This Wor,k 
p z = 0.27 n-Butane Z = 0.274 r C C 
W= 0.2925 W: 0.201 
0.4 0.66 0.68 
0.6 0.53 0.58 
0.8 0.44 0.49 
0.4 0.76 0.75 
0.6 0.66 0.66 
o.a o.57 0.58 
0.6 0.73 0.73 
0.8 0.66 ·o.66 
The hypothetical (f/P) 0 values from Figures 4 and 12 are 
compared in Table II. 
TABLE II 
COMPARISON OF HYPOTHETICAL f/P VALUES FOR 
THE SIMPLE FLUID 
(f/P) 0 for 





r r Figure 4 Fi5ure 12 
0.7 0.4 0.46 0.65 
0.6 0.33 o.53 
0.8 0.26 0.43 
o.s 0.4 0.66 0.74 
0.6 0.53 0.63 
o.s 0.43 0.55 
0.9 0.4 0.78 0.82 
0.6 0.68 0.75 
o.s 0.59 0.68 
Figure 4 presented the composite of the (f/P) 0 values of 
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Pitzer et al. (51) at T ~ 1,0 and the modified hypothetical va-
r 
por state (f/P); values of Prausnitz (66) for Tr< 1.0. 
There is a large difference between the (f/P) 0 values for 
the hypothetical vapor from these two sources. Yet there is good 
agreement between the {f/P)V values of Hoffman,et al. and the 
(f/P)V values for butane obtained in this work. The difference 
between the values compared becomes gr~ater at the higher pres-
sures. 
Gamson and Watson (28) obtained a generalized correlation 
for the fugacity coefficients of several gases in the real state 
and extrapolated the fugacity coefficient curves into the hypo-
thetical region. Smith and Watson (80) revised the extrapola~ 
tions of Gamson and Watson. 
Hoffman et al. (37) found in comparing their values with 
those of Gamson and Watson (28) that the Hoffman values were 
larger and also that the difference between the values compared 
was larger at the higher pressures. 
· One concludes that the (f/P)~ values presented in Figure 4 
are low and that probably the (f/P); values obtained via the mod-
ified aoffman procedure are high. The modified Hoffman procedure 
should be applied to additional experimental data before a def-
inite conclusion is made. 
The method described above is better understood by following 
a ste~ by step outline. Such an outline together with a sample 
calculation is presented in Appendix J. 
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Liquid Phase Analysis 
The activity coefficients for the components in the hypo-
thetical liquid phase can be obtained in a manner similar to that 
used to obtain the hypothetical vapor activity coefficients. This 
method, although not used in this work, will be outlined below: 
l. The fugacity coefficient for the h.eavy component in the 
vapor is calculated via an equation of state. The fu-
gacity coefficient for the heavy component in the liquid 
is obtained from the criterion of equilibria 
(IV-5l 
2. The fugacity coefficient of a pure substance in the real 
liquid state can be obtained from the generalized cor-
relation of either Pitzer,et al. (20) or Hougen, Watson 
and Ragatz (38). 
3. The liquid activity coefficient for the heavy component 
is calculated as follows 
-L 
1 l 
yL fH V YH (IV-6) = PxH (f/P)H = PH-;- (f/P)H H H 





PxH = XH 
4. A plot of ln Yi is made as a function of the mole frac-
tion of the heavy component. This curve is integrated 
numerically to obtain rt for the light com·ponent. The 
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integration can be performed only if x-y data·is 
available over the entire composition range. 
5. L The fL for the hypothetical liquid state is calculated 
as follows 
(Iv ... s>. 
tt is obtained from step 4 above. -L fL is obtained from 
an equation of state using the equilibrium criterion of 
Equation IV-+f• 
The values obtained in step 5 above can be used to prepare gen-
eralized plots of hypothetical liquid fugacit~es. In turn the 
ideal K-values for the real and hypothetical states can be cal-
culated as the ratio of the liquid and vapor fugacities. 
Ideal K-Values 
Ideal K-values were calculated for ethane, n-butane and n-
heptane as the ratio of the fugacity in the pure liquid state to 
the fugacity in the hypothetical vapor state 
K = ldeal 
·.,..· 
L o o 
f .'/p. pi· 











The Black (lO)equation of state was used to evaluate (fi/p~) 
at the vapor pressure of the light compone~t for the numerator 
in the equation above. This fugacity/pressure ratio is corrected 
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from the vapor pressure to the system pressure by the exponential 
term which is known as the Poynting correction. V The (f./P) 
]. 
values for the denominator in Equation IV-9 are the hypothetical 
values obtained as described above. 
The ideal K-values obtained via Equation IV-9 are plotted 
in Figure 13 for ethane, Figure 14 for n-butane and Figure 15 
for n-heptane. These ideal K-values were fitted to the following 
equ~tion 
K = K0 (K' )W 
Ideal (IV-10) 
0 The K values obtained in this way are presented in Figure 16 
as a function of reduced temperature and reduced pressure. Values 
of K' are presented in Figure 17. These ideal K-values will be 
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CHAPTER V 
IMPERFECTION PRESSURE CORRECTION APPROACH 
General Background 








where: 0 pi= vapor pressure 
P = system pressure 
r! = 
l. 
fugacity of the pure component as 
liquid at the system temperature and 
pressure 
fugacity of the pure component.as 
vapor at the system temperature and 
pressure 
Historically, K-values were first defined in terms of Raoult's 
law. Raoult's law, however, was not adequate for situations where 
the vapor phase did not behave as a perfect gas. The fugacity 
concept was introduced to correct for the non-ideality of the va-
por phase. 
'An ideal solution is one in which the fugacity of each com-
ponent is; proportional to the mole fraction of that component at 
every temperature and prcssure 1 (51). If the liquid and vapor 
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mixtures are regarde~ as ideal solutions, the fugacity of each 
component is equal to the p~oduct of the mole fraction and the 
fugaei ty of the· ·pure component in a like phase at t,he same tem-
perature and pressure ~Lewis and Randall rule). The general equa-
tion for the equilibrium th~n becomes 
(V-2a) 
The vapor-liquid equilibrium constant, K, for a component 
of an ideal solution is obtained by rearranging Eqqation V-2a 







Equation V-2b is the basic relationship evaluated in pre-
paring the MIT (52) and the Michigan (12) K~charts. These two 
K.value correlatioqs are discussed in detail in Chapter II. 
The development of both of these correlations neglected tbe 
effects of pressure on the liquid phase. These correlations did 
little more than correct partially for the non-ideal behavior of 
the gas phase. 
When the mixture under the system conditions cannot be con-
sidered ideal, some procedure mu.st be utilized for taking into 
account gas law deviations and the effects of pressure on the 
liquid. 
The imperfection pressure correction, Q, was defined to per-
mit evaluation of correction factors to be applied to the Raoult's 
K-value. 
Benedict et al. (6) expressed the distribution coefficient 
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for the case where deviations from the perfect gas laws are rela-
tively small so that only the second coefficient of the virial 
equation of state need be considered 
ln (y./x.) ~ ln (p?/P) + (P.p?)(V-B')/RT + ln Y. (V-3) 
l. l. l. ]. ]. 
where: (P-p?)(V-B')/RT = 
]. 
a correction for the non-
ideal behavior of the vapor 
phase. 
B 1 = the second virial coefficient in the 
Berlin virial equation of state 
V = the molar volume 
Equa~ion V-3 can be rearranged to the following form 
(V-(a) 
r. ;:; Q.Pv./p?xi l. ].At']. ]. (V-4b) 
where: Q. = exp (p?-P)(V.-B')/RT 
1 ]. ]. 
Equation V-4amay also be obtained from Equation 10 of Scat-
chard and Raymond (78) where their o may be considered to be zero. 
Equation V-4b was used in the studies of Colburn 1et al. (29,56) and 
was applied to both binary and ternary mixture data. 
It should be noted that Q equals unity when the total pres-
sure equals the vapor pressure since Equ~tion V-4 employs the sat-
urated vapor as the reference state. Values of Qare a maximum 
when the total pressure i3 zero. 
Scheibe! (79), usin~ the Wohl (92) equation for the second 
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virial coefficient and the Meissner-Redding (55) equation for the 
molar liquid volume, reduced the Benedict et al. equation for Q 
to an equation in terms of P, T and the difference between the 
C r 
vapor pressure of the pure component and the total pressure of the 
system. The resulting equation has been constructed on a set 
square type nomograph in which the imperfection pressure correc-
tion is obtained by a si~sle setting of the other three variables. 
The application of this nomograph is limited due to the narrow 
range of the variables covered. 
Black (10) has derived an e~uation fo,; the imperfection pres-
sure correction in terms of his 'approximate' equation of state. 
This Q equation is applicable to Io·:; pressure differences (P-pr) 
and to moderate pressures in general. 
Basic Eciuations 
From the defini tion.s of fugaci ty and the criteria ;for vapor-
liquid phase equilibria, we can write 
where: 
-L -L L L o 0 yL l 0 
Yi f /'x1 f.'/f .xi f. '/p. pi pi 
K. l. 1 1 1 i (V-5) = = = - = ~-... -l. x. -v -;;V 1 ... v t!/P p r! Q P l fi/yi X • .._ .yi l. ]. l. 1 
'Y~ and Y! are activity coefficients expressing departure 
]. 1 






L O = the imperfection pressure correction (V-5a) 
fi'/pi 
the fugacity/pressure ratio for pure V3por at 
the system conditions (P and T) 
L o) {f./p. "' 
J. J. 
the fugaci ty/pressu:re ratio fqr pure Ii.quid 
at the syst~m conditions (i.e., fugacity 
at P and T div;:i.ded by vapor pressure c1-t T) 
= K Raoult 
KJd , = 1/Q.KR lt ea~ 1 aou. 
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The imperfection pressure correction term can be found from 
PVT d2i-ta or an equation of stat~ starting with the following 
and 
p 
1 { rv/P) f "· < vvi• ... E,_.PT) ap ~n i . p:,: V 





Th.~ two equati9ns above are for :i,sothe:rmal conditions and for 
pure compo:n,ents. 
"?quation V ... 6 is a fa!Jliliar expression derived in all thermo-
dynamics texts. Therefore~ its derivation will not be included 
here, Equation v ... 7 expresses th,e liquid fug<!;lcity ratio in terms 
of the value of the saturated vapor f/P value, at the same tern-
perature, and a lL1uid volume correction for the differen«;:e be-
tween the system and vapor prc,ssu:ir.·eso The term which corrects 
the fugacity from the vapor pres2;:ure to the syste!ij pressure is 
called the 1 Poynting effect'G 
We can rewrite the on for G, Equation V-5a, in loga-
(V-8) 
Combini~g Equations V.,.6, V-7 and V-8 and rearranging 
p 
ln '\ .= ~T f o (v: V~ dP l. 
l)i 
The abqvE;, ~quation is the general relationship for the imp(;lrfec-
1,;ion pressure correction. 
Two so;I.utions to Equation V-9 a.n"; present,ed and discussed 
in Appendix F. 
for the present consider the solution based on th01 volume,-
explicit Berlin vi~ial equation of state 
+ 0 ••••••• (v.,.10) 
Substituting Equation V-10 into Equation V-9 and in~egrating 
gives the ro:powing expression for the imperfection pressure cor-






The viria,l coefficients, B' ~ C', D 1 , etc., are to be dist in-
guisb~d from the analogous c.oefficients of the Leiden (density 
form) virial equation of state, which is 
Z = l +BP+ CP2 + DP3 + •••o•• (V-12) 
For an eqt1tivalent number of terms Equation V-12 gives a better 
fit to expe~imental data than Equation V-10. Equation V-10, how~ 
eyer, is more convenient for thi~ work. The quantities Band B1 
are called ~econd vi~ial coefficients; C and C', third virials; 
D ~nd D', fourth virials, etc. 
The r~lationships between the two sets of virial coefficients 
ca,n be ,':,;;hown to be 
B ::;: B 1 
C .,. B2 
C' f RT 
D' D - 3BG + 2B3 




F):>om -t;he a.boye equations it can be seer1 that each 13erli:p. 
vir~al <:!Q~ffic;ient is re;l.ated to the corresponding Leiden virial 
and all previous Leiden v:i,:r:,i.a], coefficients. 'fhese interrelation-
sbips have aµ impo~tant bearing on the sel~ction of tbe equation 
for p~edicttng t4e tmperfection presaµre correction, 
for low pness1..u.~eE1 ~p.d app110Jdmation.s, a sho1~t form of Equation 
V-11 with C' and. D1 may be used. A plot of ln ,f; vs. pressure co-
ordinat~s yields a str~i$ht line. At high :pressures, this straight 
line relationship is not satisfactory. Add~tional virial coeffi-
c~ents are required. 
ERuation V-11 qan be ivri tten in generalized form as follows 
ln G = 
BP 
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Reduced vapor pressures ar12, required when applying Equation 
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Vrl~. ~~veral al~~rnates were studied as routes to obtaining 
this quantity. These are qiscussed in Appendix D. Th~ correla-
tion f:i,nally chosen for this wo11k is now summarized. 
Pitzer et al, (51) correlated vapor pressure for reduced 
tem~~ratures iess tqan unity vi~ th~ following equation 
0 
ln, p r (V-15) 
where; (ln p0 ) 0 is the log of the vapor pressure of a simple 
r · fluid 
( a ln p;) . is the change of the vapor pressure with 
a uJ T acentric factor. 
The correlation of Pitzer et al. (51) has been extrapolated 
tci higher than un;i.ty reduced temperatures. Values of the terms 
in ~quation V~lo for various T values are tabulated in fable XXII, 
r 
.Equations fo.r computer solution for tl}ese coefficients and for 
th~ ~educed vapor pressure are giv~n ;in Appendix D. 
T4e volume term in Equ,;1.tiim V-14 is the generalized volume 
for th!;! real a~d hypothetical liquid. The development of th~ 
cor.:rrlat;i.on used for this term is discussed in Appendix C. The 
resulting correlation values a~e present~d in Tables XX and 
x:~q , These values are graphed in Figure 34:. The equations for 
computer application are presented in Appendix c, 
The coefficients of the pres~ure difference terms in Equation 
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$1,lbsti tut ion of Equat:i,,q,n V ... 16 into Equation V-14 yields the 
fo;tlowing 
(V-18) 
General~zed equations for the second and third virial co-
efficients are required for the computation of the imperfection 
pressure correction .. Th.es~ virial coefficients may be evaluated 
from generalized equations of state by putting these equations 
in virial form. A review of some of the better known equations 
of state and their virial forms is given in Appendix B. General-
ized equations for the ser~ond ax1.d third virial coefficients as 
a, function of reduced temperat,ure and acentric factor are also 
presented. 
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The imperfec~ion pr~ssure correction was evaluated for meth-
ane, propane and nrhepta,ne at T ;::0.9 via the Redlich-Kwong (68), . r 
the Black (lO), th'0 Beattie-Bridg;emau (3) and the Benedict-Webb-
Rubin ( 7, 9) ecruntions of state. In add:i, t::l,on, the imperfection 
p:res.$ure co1:·:1;~ection was evaluatedl using the Pitzer (62) general-
ized $econd vi~ial equat:i,on with the third virial being determin-
ad :fr9m experimental data, ;:ind f.rom tne Pitzer second virial 
(:;qv.atiop. and the third v;irial equation developed in this work 
C.i\ppe:n¢!:i,x E) • Theta wa,s also evaJuated from ;fugaci ty coefficients 
via the K0 a~d K' values of Figures 6 ~nd 7 as a tie-in to earlier 
w9rk, Co1Dp~risons of vaJues of the imperfection pressure correc-
tion fPom these different sources are given in Tables III through 
Vl. 
'l;'he 1ww gene;ral;i.;;;;~d equation for the third virial C(.)effici,i::;mt 
gives h.igl,.er values for Q than the Redlich-Kwong or the Beattie-
:B:ricti;eman equations. For ;Jropanf~ ctnd n-heptane the ve,lues of 9 
predicted by the new equation are smaller than the values given 
by the R.,,.K and B-B equations~ 
Comparisons of G values from two different sources are made 
in Tables VII through IX fol'l met]iane, propane and n-heptane at 
differe
1
nt T aQd P values, These two sources of Q values are: 
r r 
(1) values of Q obtained from fugaci ty coefficients via tlH,~ K0 
and K' values of Figures 6 and 7, and (2) values of Q calculated 
from the liquid volume and the generalized virial coefficients 
(Equation V.-11). Vapo:c Ecnd 
computations. 
r 
TA.BLE I I I 
2ND AND 3RD VIRIAL COEFFICIENTS FOR METHANE AT 
T = 0,.9 AND RESULTING IMPERFECTION PRESSURE 
R 
CORRECTION VALUES 
CASE I II I I I IV V VI VI I 
B CC/GMOL -138.3 -12s.2 -142.9 -141•8 -- -130.7 -138.3 
C CC/ATM GMOL -2.866 -2.149 ·-1.864 -2.253 -- --2.359 -2.778 
REDUCED PRESS. IMPERFECTION PRESSURE CORRECTION VALUES 
. o. 50 1.0390 le0352 1.0403 1.0399 1. 05 05 le0380· le0390 
0.60 0.9123 De9760 o.9715 0.9111 o.9986 Oi.9730 0.9723 
a.so o.8474 o.8619 o.s431 0.8449 o.8os2 o.s4so o.8474 
1.00 0.7340 Oe7590 o.12so 0.1300 0.1011 o.7360 0.7349 
2.00. 0.3280 o.3860 0.3180 0.3218 o.3704 0.3240 0.3299 
3.00 0.1269 Oel680 0.1190 0.1221 0.229s 0.1200 0.1280 
4.00 0.0424 0.0673 0 • 0381 0.0400 0.119a 0.0375 Oe0429 
SEE TABLE VI FOR LEGEND 









2ND AND 3RD VIRIAL COEFFICIENTS FOR PROPANE AT 
T a Oe9 AND RESULTING IMPERFECTION PRESSURE 
R 
CORRECTION VALUES 
CASE I I I III IV V VI VII 
B CC/GMOL -317el -280e9 -308e6 ..;.299. 3 -- -287.7 -317.1 
C CC/ATM GMOL -o.981 -0.713 -1•0·25 -1. 002 - -1.161 -0.963 
REDUCED PRESS. IMPERFECTION PRESSURE CORRECTION VALUES 
-
o.so · 1.0020 1.0030 1.0020 1.0020 1.0000 1.0020 1.0030 
Oe60 Oe9336 Oe9406 Oe9381 0.9381 Oe9000 Oe9390 Oe9390 
o.ao o.ao49 Oe8249 o.s165 o.so92 Oe7600 Oe8210 Oe8060 
l• 00 . 0.6881 0 .. ,199 0.1101 Oe7080 Oe6700 0.1120 Oe6900 
2.00 Oe2841 Oe3340 o.32a2 Oe3159 o.3soo 0.3220 Oe2860 
3.00 Oe096S Oel341 Oel319 0.1223 -- 0.1240 Oe0991 
4e00 0.0214 Oe0471 0.0471 0.0411 -- Oe0410 Oe0342 










2ND ANO 3RD VIRIAL COEFF-ICJENTS FOR HEPTANE AT 
T • 0•9 AND RESULTING 1-MPERFECTION PRESSURE 
R 
CORRECTION VALUES 
CASE I 11 11-1 tV V VI VI 1 
B CC/GMOL ·-778.2 -672•5 -122.3 -679.8 - -693e.3 -778e2 
C CC/ATM GMO!. ~10e79 -11.21 -6.009 - -8e137 - -9 • 19 2 - -11 • 9 7 
REOUC_ED PRESS• IMPERFECTION P~ESSURE CORRECTION VALUES 
o.so o.9628 Oe9664 o.9643 o.9674 Oe9385 o.9666 0.9624 
Oe60 - o.8390 0.9032 o.8975 o.9066 o.852S o.903e 0.0312 
o.ao o.7655 o.7845 0.1120 0.1920 0.1219 o.1e62 0.1621 
i.oo o.6soo o.6750 o.6585 Oe6885 - 0•6316 o.6soo 0•6459 
2.00 Oe2570 0•2835 0.2600 0•3118 Oe3309 0•2960 0•2469 
3.00 0.0815 0.0970 Oe0828 0.1220 -- 0.109-0 Oe0750 
4.00 0.021a 0.0210 ·0,.0212 0.0420 - 0.0340 0•0186 


















LEGEND FOR TABLES III, IV AND V 
PITZER ET AL. EQUATION FOR B PLUS MATTHEW AND 
HUND EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR C (54) 
SU AND CHANG GENERALIZATION OF BEATTIE-
BRIDGEMANN EQUATION (86) 
BENEDICT-WEBB-RUBIN EQUATION USING PUBLISHED 
CONSTANTS (7,9) 
REDLICH AND KWONG EQUATION (68) 
EQUATION V-22 APPLIED WITH VAPOR PRESSURES 
PLUS K ZERO AND K PRIME FROM FIGURES 6 AND 7 
BEATTIE-BRIDGEMANN EQUATION USING PUBLISHED 
CONSTANTS FOR METHANE, PROPANE OR HEPTANE (2) 
GENERALIZED EQUATIONS FOR BAND C (EQUATIONS 
B-14 1 B-16, III-13b) 












COMPARISON OF IMPERFECTION PRESSURE CORRECTIONS 
VIA EQUATIONS V-l AND V-1.1 
Iii>R METHANE ( 26) 
Source of Values of Q at indicated T 1: 
9 Values 0-08 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 
Zqn .. V-l Oo722~ l L0505 1.282 . 1.719 l.748 
Eqn. V-11 0.8033 1 1.039 1.354 1.614 1.852 
1= o. 9986 
... 
Eqn~ V-1 0.6466 • L204 1.572 L707 
' Eg,n. V-11 0.7280 0.9723 I 1.272. 1.554 1.797 I 
Eqn~ V-1 0.5089. 0.8082 : .1 ;091 · 1.463 1 •. 613 
Egno V-11 0.5908 0.8474 ' 1.131 1.438 1.-691 I 
Eqn. V-1 * . -o.zo71 
I'" "'l 1 .. 358 1.5.61 : . 1.0 ' 
' Egn. V-11 0.4740 0.7349 I 1.0 I 1.330 l.588 
' I 
Eqn. V-1 * 0.370 0.6014 0.8889i 1.150 
Eqn. V-11 ·0.128.1 0.330 0.5160 0.8810; 1.151 
Eqn. V-1 "* ·-. * * 0.6179 0.8591 ; 
Ean. V-11 0.0244 0.1280 0.2480 0.5560 _ 0.8190 -~ 
Eqn. V-1 * * * 0.4907 0.6797 
Egn. V-11 0.0032 0.0429 0.1_10 ---- 0.3480 __ 0.5740 
Note: Dashed line divides 'real' and 'hypothetical' states. 



















COMPARISON OF IMPERFECTION PRESSURE CORRECTIONS 
VIA EQUATIONS Y~l ANB V-il 
' 
FOR PROPANE (26:} 
p Source of Values of Q at indicated T~ 
r g Values 0.8 0.9 1.0 1 .. 1 1.2 
J 
Eq:n" V-1 0.6506 
I 
1.282 1.717 .1.943 0.5 I 1-.0000 
Egn. V-11 0.732 : 1.0000 1.348 1.820 2.545 
0.6 Eqn .. V-1 0.5820 0.9000 I 1.204 L590 1.897 1 
Egn. V-H 0.7190 0.9272 I 1!274 1.745 2.465 
0.8 Eqn. V-1 0.4580 0.7600 I 1.091 l.480 1.793 
Erm. V-11 0 .. 5030 0.7840 1 1.1325 1-.600 2 .. 308 
1.0 Eqn. V-1 0.3824 0.6700 F 1.000 i 1.374 1.735 l I 
Egn. V-11 0.3800 0.6550 1= LOOO d 1 .. 459 2.148 
2 .• 0 Eqn. V-1 * 0.3500 0.6013 0 .. 8991 i I. 279 
Eqn. V-11 0.0678 0.2200 0.4825 0.8668 I 1.454 
3.0 Eqn. V-1 * * * 0 .. 6"325 : 0.9548 
Ecm. V-11 0 .. 0058 0.058 0.1943 0.4635 I 0.9212 -
4.0 Eqn. V-1 * * ·* * 0.7555 
Egn. V-11 0.00028 0 .. 009-6 0.0.660 0!2225 o.5460_ 
N-ote: Dashed line divides 'real' and 1 bypothetical' states. 






























4 .• 0 
TABLE IX 
COMPARISON OF IMPERFECTION PRESSURE CQR..qzcTIONS 
Source of 
Q Values 
VIA EQUATI-ONS V-.1 AND Y-11 
FOR N-HEPTANE {26) . 
Values of Q at in<li~ated Tr 
0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 
Eqn. V-1 0.6088 0.9385 1 1~2820 1 .. 814 2.205 2.687 
I 
Egn. V-11 O. 6875 O. 9625 1. 2925 1. '700 2.250 2. 760 
- . 1 
Eqn. V-1 0_.5446 0.8525 1.2040 1.707 2.153 2-..669 
I 
Eqn. V-11 0.6080 0.8921 1.2373 1~§42 2 .• 132 2.700 
I 
Eqn. V-1 0.4286 o. 7220 I 1.0910 1.589 2.035 2.552 
Eqn. V-11 0.4670 0 .. 7620 1 1_!>1_142 1~_526 2.075 2~595 
Eqn. V-1 0.2557 0 .. 6316 r-1 .. 0000~ 1.441 J..968 2.448 
Em>-. V-11 0 .. 3510 0.6455 1 1.0000 d 1~420 1.965 2.490 -----·-1 
Eqn .. V-J. * 0.3309 0.6013 0.9652 1 1.451 1..989 
Egn. V-11 0.060 0.2460 0.5500 0 .. 9644 1 1.484 2.022 
Eqn. V-1 -* * * 0.6790 1 J..083 L 543 
Eqn. V-11 0.0057 .0.0752 0.2760 0.6322 1 1..104 1.637 
Eqn~ V-1 * ~ * 0.5328 ~o:857 -T 1.260 
Egn. V-il 0.0031 0.0186 0.1262 0.4000 0.810 J 1.322 
Note: Dashed lined divide 'real' and 1 hypothetic-ait states. 




'real' and 'hypot~1etical' vapor or liquid phases for the pure 
c;Qmponents. IA the area t9 the right and above the da$hed lines 
'real,' vapor or 'hypothetical' liquid will occur. In l:i,ke man ... 
ner 1 il1 the area to t.p.e lr,;ft and below the dashed lines I rea.;I. 1 
l,i.quid or 'hypothetical' vapor will occur. l'h.ese hypotlletical 
states w~re discussed in Chapter l, 
A :veq'1if'<:)lllep.1;. .i,nipo(t1ed on the fi;nal K-ideal corre],at,i.on 
is that it give reasonable re.sults when a,pplied to the regions 
of 'h;ypQthetica~' vapors and liquidso It was found that cor~ 
~elations pased on the equations of state or the generalized 
vipial coefficie~ts did not sufficiently satisfy this criterion 
apd al~o th~t tbeJ did Qot cover the total ~ange of interest for 
Semi-~mpiriGal Correlation 
A.~fQX-d;tng~y, ,;1. semj,.,-emp,1.:rical equation was chosen as a solu-
tion to t4e problem. The form of this equation is as follows 
ln Q = p(P ~po)+ t/J(pr2 - Pro2) 
~~ r r 
where; 13 is evaluated by Equation V-16a 
~ is evaluated empirically as described below 
Vi:tlues of 13 were calculated from Equation V-,,16a, us;i.ng 
Equatio11.s B-17 and C-6. This general.i,zed second virial coef ... 
ficient is tabulated in Table X and presented graphically in 
Fj,gure 18. 




GENERALIZED BETA COEFFICIENT FOR lMPERrECTION 
PRESSURE -CORRECT ION EQUAf ION 
REDUCE.D BETA COEFFICIENT AT ACENlR-IC FACTOR • 
TEMP. o.·o 0.10 0.20 Oe30 Oe40 o.50 
.60 -1.57969 -1.81306 -2.04642 -2.27978 -2. ·51315 -2.74651 
e65 -1.29026 -1·43667 -1.58308 -I.72949 -1.87589 -2.02230 
• 10 -1.07214 . -1.16723 -le26232 -1.35742 -1.45251 -1.54760 
.75 -.90410 -.96686 -1.02962 -1.09238 -1.15514 -1.21790 
.so -.77218 ,-.81353 -.85489 -.89625 -.93760 -.97896 
.a -.66690 -.69356 -.12022 -. 74687 -.77353 -.80019 
e90 -.58169 -.59797 -.61425 -·63053 -.64681 -.66309 
.95 -.51183 -·52063 -.52944 -.53824 -.5470~ -.55584 
1.00 -.45393 -.45726 -.46059 -.46392 -.46726 -.47059 
1.05 -.40545 -.40474 -.40402 - .• 40331 -.40260 -.40189 
1.10 -.36449 -.36077 -.35705 -.35332 -.34960 -.34587 
lel5 -.32962 -.32364 -.31767 -.31169 -.30572 -.29975. 
i.20 -.29970 -.29204 -.28438 -.27673 -.26907 -.26141 
1.2s -.27386 -·26495 -.25604 -·24713 -.2382.2 -.22931 
le30 -.25140 -.24157 -.23173 -·22190 -.21206 -.20223 
1.35 -.23178 -·22127 -·21076 -·20025 -.18975 -.17924 
le40 -.21455 -.20356 -.19257 -·18158 -.17059 -.15960 
1.45 -.1993,. -·18802 -.17670 -.16538 -.15407 •el4275 
1.50 -.18585 -·17432 -·16279 -·15127 -.13974 -.12821 
le55 -.17385 -·16220 -. 1'5055 -·13890 -.12725 ~.11560 
le60 -.16313 -.15143 ... 13973 -· 12804 -.11634 -.10464 
le65 -.15352 -·14182 -·13013 -·11844 ~.10675 -.09506 
1170 -.14486 -.13323 -.12159 -·10995 -.09831 -.08667 
le75 -.13706 -.12550 -e 11395 -·10239 -.09084 -.07928 
1.80 -.12999 -·11855 -.10110 -.09566 -.08422 -.07277 
1.8s -.12358 -.11226 -.10095 -.08964 -.07832 -.06701 ---J 
1.90 -.11774 -·10657 -.09540 -.08424 -.07307 -.06190 00 
le95 -.11241 -.10140 -.09039 -.07938 -.06837 -.05736 
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Figure 18 
Generalized Coefficient of,(Pr-p;) in Equation V~l9 (23) 
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The t(:),:rms [3 9 and [3' are functions of reduc~d temperature 
only, f3° is the value fori [3 for the simple fluid for which tµ :;;0. 
[3' expresses the effe~t of the acentric factor on [3. Values of 
~o and P' al;'~ p,resented in Table Xl. These values were obtained 
as fpllows 
1. Values of [3 were calculated for each isotherm via 
Equation V-l6a at acentric factors of zero and 0.5. 
3, P~ is obtained from the linear relation~hip between 
[3 and acentric faytor 
(V,-21) 
0.5 
The above procedure is made possible by the fact that Equations 
B~l? and C~6 can be separated into two terms, one for the simple 
flt1id and the other for the acentric factor correction. 
A limited number of values of Q were calculated via Equation 
V~t9; the values of [3 used were those obtained above. The last 
term in the equation was assQmed to be zero, 
The ideal K-value can be expressed in terms of the imperfec-






~ VaEo,r pressure 
(9)(~ystem Pressure) 
(v ... 22) 
Jdeal K~values were calculated via Equation V-22 using Q 
values based on~ alone together with. vapor pressu:res from Equa ... 
tion V,..15. The resulting ideal K-values loo.ked reasonable for 
the higher than unity reduced temperatures. At Tr< 1.0 the ideal 
][ ... values for P ~1.0 were obviously too higlil the lower T curves r r 
81 
.TABLE XI 
GENERALIZED BETA COEFFICIENT FOR IMPERFECTION 































































































crossipg the higher T curves. 
:t;' 
Th;is examination indicated that the last term in Equation 
v..,19 cannot be neglected at the higher reduced pressures. An 
additional term or terms is necessary to give correct ideal Kl"' 
values, 
82, 
'fhe generalized. third v:irial coefficient, tp , was next eval-
uated and cor;related as a function of reduced temperature and 
acentr~c factor. The criterion used in evaluating this coeffi-
~ie.µt was one based on the convergence prflssure concept discussed 
.Jin Qhapt~r :u 1 i, e., value.s of t/J were found which made the re-
duGed isotherms of Kldeal <;:onverge at Kldeal:::1.0 at a particular 
val~e of reduced pressure. 
Va!u~s of (./) were found which made the red:uced ideal K-value 
isotherms converge at Kideal=LO at Pr values from l to 15. Val-
ues of (/I can be obtain(:ld by direct solution of the logarithmi.c 
fpvm or Equa~ion v~22 where Equation V-19 has been ~ubstituted 
for Q. '1,'he resulting equatiop. is 
ln 0 ln p l3(P -
0 ) Pr. = = Pr. r rk 
l/.J 
l. k 1 (V-23) = 
(P2 o2) -
rk Pr. ]. 
Direct solution for (f via Equation V-23 is possible for 
all reduced convergence pressures up to and including P :::6.29, 
rk 
At P > 6. 29 additional terms are required in Equation V-19 if the 
rk 
convergence c~iterion is to be satisfied. 
An early thought was that ideal K-values could be determined 
in generalized form for a particu;I.ar conve:i;-gence pressure as i,s 
83 
done in the present NGSMA cqnvergence pressure based Krvalue cor-
relations (57). The ideal K-value for a component of a mixture 
would be determined as follows 
1. Evaluate the convergence pressure in the conventional 
manner (57)o 
2. Find the reduced convergence pressure for the component 
as the ratio of the con:vergence pressure to the pure 
component critical pressure, 
3. Evaluate~ via Equation V-16a and (./J via Equation V~23. 
5, Calculate the ideal Kssvalue via Equation V-22, 
A loo~ at Figure 19 shows su~h a procedure is not adequate 0 
Figure 19 presents tlie K-values for the methane-decane system 
0 at 2~0 F! as a function of pressure and as a function of reduced 
p:re.fisure. Note that the K v:s~ pressure curves converge at K:::l.O 
and 4600 peia while the K vs. reduced pressi1re curves for the in-
divid4al compqnents converge at K~1.o and different reduced pres-
sure values. 
The above discussion poiqts to th~1 necessity of a common 
reduced convergence pressure for the ideal K~value correlation 
it convergence pressure is to be used as a correlating criterion. 
'l'he lim:l tillg value of P :::6. 29 for two constants in Equation 
rk. 
V-19 w~s chosen as the basis for the imperfection pressure cor-
rection correlation. Values of(/) were determined via Equation 
V-23. These values are tabulated as a function of reduced tem-
perature and acentric factor i.n Table XII and are graphed in .F'ig-
ure 20. 
The generalized t/J coefficient can be written 
(V,..24) 
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Figure 19 
K-Values for Methane-,n-Decane at 280°1". 
Ind. Eng. fhem., Dec~, 1942 
TABLE XII 
· PS1 AS A FUNCTJ·ON OF TR ANO OMEGA 
REDUCED PSI AT ACENTRIC FACTOR= 
TEMP• o.o 0.1 ~.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
.60 •11327 •14073 •16814 •19552 •22286 .25017 
.. 65 .08394 e09989 • 11580 el3167 .14750 el6329 
.10 e06326 .07290 .08252 e09209 •10163 e llfl3 
e75 .04837 •05435 .06031 .06624 .07215 .07803 
.ao .03744 .04120 .04495 e04868 .05240 . • 05610 
.as .02928 e03164 .o.3400 .03635 e03869 e04103 
e90 e02309 e02455 e02601 •02746 .02892 e03038 
.95 .01834 e01920 .02006 .02092 .02179 .oi26s 
1.00 .01466 • .01511 •01557 •01603 .01648 •01694 
1.05 .01111 .01201 .01225 .01248 .0121-0 .01292 
1.10 .00949 .00960 .00969 .00978 .00985 e00990 
1.1'5 .00768 .00111 .00112 .00110 e0076? .00761 
1.20 .00623 .00622 e00617 .00610 .00599 e00585 
le25 . .00507 e00504 .00497 .00485 e00469 .00451 
1.30 .00414 .00410 .00401 e00387 .00369 .00347 
le35 .00339 e00336 e00326 .00311 .00291 e00268 
le40 .00279 .00276 .00266 .00251 .002~1 .00200 
1.45 .00229 .0022.8 .00219 .00203 .00184 .00161 
le50 .00189 .00189 .001eo .00166 .00147 .0012.6 
le55 .00157 .00157 .00150 .00136 .oona .00098 
le60 .00130 .00132 .00125 .00112 .00096 e00077 
le65 .0010s .00111 .00105 e00093 . • 00078 e00061 
1.10 .00090 .00094 .00099 .00078 .00064 .00048 
t.75 .00075 .oooao .00016 .00066 .00053 .00039 
1.80 .ooo.63 .00069 .oo065 .00056 .00044 e00031 
t.85 .00053 • 00.059 e00056 .00048 . .00037 .00025 
le90 .00044 .00051 .00049 .00041 .00031 .00020 
le9·5 .00037 .00045 .00043 .00035 .00026 .00017 · 
2.00 .00032 e00039 e00038 .ooo~n .00022 .00014 
00 
CJ1 





















Generalized Coefficient of -o02 ) in Equation for 
_,,. ]:" 
Imperfection Pressure Correction 
86 
87 
Th~ t~~ms (/I, 0 and (jJ ' are function;\;) of reduced temperature on ... 
ly, </lq is tl)c va:j,ue for Cf fc:,r the simple fluid (W=O). VJ I 
expresses the effect of acen,tric factor on f!J • Values of¢ 0 
and l/)' [;l.re presented in Table XIII. These value~ w~re obtained 
0 in the $ame manner as the~ and~, value~. 
VEtlues of ln G were ca.lculated for E:;1everal aqentric factors 
using tq.e values of ~ &nd t/J from Tables X and XII a,nd Equation 
V-19, T~e resulting values were pµt in the form 
ln Q = ln G0 + Wln Q' (V-25) 
Figure 2],. ~s a plot of ln 9°, the value of the imperfection pres-
~ure correction for the simple fluid~ vs. reduced t?mperat~re 
anq r~d~ce~ pressure 1 Values of ln Q' are presented in Figure 
22 as a function of reduced te;imperaturie and reduced pressure. 
Values of K9 Ideai a.nd Kideal were computed from the follow,-
i~~ ~elationships 
lp. K0 = (ln po)o ,.. ln p ... ln Q0 r r (V,-26) 
ln K 1 :a 
\ ~ ln l'; 
.., ll'l. QI 
a l<J T 
(V .. 27) 
Valu~s of K1:~al from Equation V~26 are presented in Figure 23 
as a function of reduced tempeFature and reduced pr~ssur~. Val-
ues of Kfde~l from Equation V-27 are presented in Figure 24 as 
a fun<;tion of reduced temperature and reduced pressure. 
TABLE XIII 
GENERALIZED PSI COEFFICIENT FOR IMPERFECTION 
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Figure 23 
Ideal K-Value for Simple Fluid (P =6.29) 
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.Activi~~ coefficients qre measures of the departure f~om 
ideal t;,olutions. The activity coefficient is the ratio of two 
fugacity coefficients, i.e.~ the ratio of the fugactty coefficient 
of a component in a mixture to its fugacity coefficient as a pure 
componeqt at the same temperature and pressure. 
11' terms of fugacities the activity coefficientE;i are express-
ed symbolically 
..,L, _ -;;'L'/fL 
I :I:. ,)C 
l. l. 11 
(VI-1) 
V =:V V 
r. = f./f.y. 
]L :1 1. JL 
(VI-2) 
The fugaci ties are all at th,e system temperature and pressure and 
iQ the indicated phase. A bar above the fugacity indicates val-
ues of the ;fugacity in. a mixture while no bar ind:i,cates the pure 
state, either vapor or liquid. 
For ideal solutions where volumes are additive, i.e., obey-
=L L (VI-3) f. _.,. f.x. 
]. :1 ]. 
a.nd 
·=·V V (VI-4) f. - fox. 
1 1. ]. 
Equations VI'l"3 and VI=4 are the well known. Lewis a.,d Randall 
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flugacity .rule discussed in Chapter II. The activity coefficients 
app11oach 1,1nity as the mole fractions approach unity. 
The activity coefficients for hydrocarbon systems are great-
~r than unity and increase with decreasing concentration, reach-
ing a maximµm at infinite dilution. Activity Qoefficients are 
dependent on solute concentration as well as the character of the 
solute and the solvent, 
Hildebrand and Scott (34) and Scatchard (76,77) have shown 
L that the a9tivity coefficient 1 T., of a component 'i' in a reg-
1 







T~ = the liquid activity coefficient of component 'i' 
1· 
VL = the molar liquid volume of component 'i' 
:t 
6. = the solubility parameter of component 'i' 
J. 
= the liquid volume average 
for the entire mixture 
solubility parameter 









A E;iimilar equation may be written for every component of the mix-




Pipkin (61) included an excellent discussion on the develop-
ment of the above equations in his thesis on the correlation of 
equ;i.librium data for methane b.i,naries throµgh the use of solubiI ... 
ity parameters. There is no need to repeat these derivations. 
T~e Scatcbard-Hildebrand equation for 'regular' solutio~s 
is a satistacto+Y relationship for predicting the liquid phase 
activity coefficient for the components of hydrocarbon mixtures 
even tho~gh th~ equation ha~ limitations, i.e., it always yields 
activity coefficients greater than unity. 
The following properties are generally accepted as def~ning 
'r~gular' solutionsg (1) the entropy of mixing is ideal, (2) the 
volum~ change on mixing is zero, (3) orienting and chemical effects 
a~e abs~nt, and (4) pair additivity. 
Not al;L l?Olutions are 'regular'. A theoretical difficulty 
with the use of the SC!~tchard=Hildebrand equation is that the 
paraltJE;ters (V and 6) for a gas in liquid solution must be 
hypothetical properties. However, the Scatchard~ Hildebrand 
equation gives an excellent first approximation of the liquid ac-
·tivity coefficient. 








" 2 and 2 ( o -6 ).:. In 2 :;:: RT · l 2 xv 
l 
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F~o!ll iquations V~~9 and VI~lO the van~Laar equations are obtained 
(or both components. 
(VI-11) 
ln yL B 
~ 
... 




2 l where; A = - (01-02) RT (VI-13) 
vL 
2 2· 
B = RT (61-62) (VI-14) 
Eiquations VI"i'9 through VI-12 are more convenient fo:r: calculations 
for binary sy.!;items ,. hQwever, they can be applied to multicomponent 
mixtu~es by consid~ring component two as a hypothetical component 
that is a mi~ture of all the components in the mixture except com-
ponent one, !J;l this case V~ will be a molar volume ave:rage of all 
components :in the hypothetical component two. Similarly, the val-
ue of o2 will be the liquid volume average of the 6 values for all 
components in the hypothetical component two. Identical :results 
are oQtained for multicomponent mixtures by applying Equation VI-5 
o;r Equations VI-9 through VI=<l2~ The author has found Equation 
VI.,.5 to be the preferred form for computer applicat:i.on. 
Pigg (60),working with ethane binaries, and Pipkin (61) work-
ing with methane binariesi demonstrated that a single valqe of the 
solubility parameter (i.e. ~ independent of temperature) ! could he 
used in applying the Scatchard-Hildebrand equation for the liquid 
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~ctiv~ty c:.oe.fficient. Cha<:> and Seader (15) also used a single 
vaJqe of tne solubjlity parameter in their correlation. The sol-
0 . 
utility pa;ramete:r value chosen is the value at 25 C. Hildebrand 
and Scott (34) have tabulated values of the solubility parameter 
for many substancesr Where values of the solubility parameter 
are n,<,t tabulated in the literature, a p;rrocedure outlined in Ap-
pendi:,,; H may be u~ed for solubility parameter estimation. Values 
qf the solubility parameter for various substances have been tab-
ulated in Table XXVII. 
C4aQ and Seader (15) used a sing~e value for the molar liquid 
volume wh;i.c;h was in.dependent of temperature. Pipkin (61) found 
that the volumes obtained from the Watson liquid volume expres-
sion (Equation c~I) gave better results than the constant volume 
values used by Chao and Seader. The equations of Appendix Care 
recom~ended for evaluating liquid volt,mes. 
A graph:i,.cal solution of the Scatchard-.Hildebrand equation 
in th~ form o1 a·nomograph was prepared with the assistance of 
S,F. · Chung. Nomographs covering two different. ranges of values 
of the li,quid activity t~oefficient are presented in Figures 43 
and 44 •. · fhe procedure for applying these nomographs is outlined 
in Appendi~ I'. 
Vapor activity coefficients can be determined in two ways, 
namely, (1) from the equilibrium vapor. composition data using the 
ealcul.;:ttion,method discussed in Ch~pter.IVand (2) fro~ experi-
me:p.tal data. a:Qd :i.deal K-values using the Scatchard ... Hildebrand 
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l;i.quid acti vi J~y c,oefficientSi in a bi:lck ... cal.culation 1:;1cb.eme. 'the 
firijt methoq W<\lS applied to tl!_e experimental data of three bina.,.. 
r~es at th.ree dif;ferent isotb,erms each (Chapter :fV), This meth-
od is slow and tedious and is limited to low and moderate pres-
sures. 
Theo~etically, the vapor activity coefficient mar be comput-
ed by i~tegrating th~ qifference between partial and pure volumes 
as follows 
V 1 [ p -V V 
ln Y. = --RT. (V.-V.) dP 
]. . l. l. 
(VI-15) 
T~e difficulty involved in calculating vapor activity coefficients 
via E~uation Vl-15 is tne evaluation of the volume difference term 
-V V <v1 ... v1)· 
Pa~t~al volumes can be determined from experimental PVTX data 
for ~i~tures. The pure vapor state values can be determined in 
cal;'Jes whe:r;'e the component can exist as a pu:re gas, l;n some cases 
the :pure component vol~e term would be th,e molar vo.lume for a 
bypot~etical vapor. 
A lopk at the volumetric behavior of q mixture indicates the 
form of the volume difference term. 
lbe excess volume for a binary mixture is defined as 
(VI-16) 
Defin,ing a new term 
AV. - V. - V. 
J. l. 1 
(VI-17) 
then Equation VI-16 becomes 
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(VI .. 18) 
whel"~; -- ~E = · ~- the partial excess ~olume at infinite 
dilution 
-·~:r 
The ,i,dmpl<':lst possible relationship for v':' i$ a straight line 
]. 
f~nction of vapor mole fraction. Figure 25 -E is a plot of V. vs. 
1 
mole traction in the vapor made with the assumption of the straight 
li:11e relattonship naentioued above o The lines on Figure 25 were 
drawn a,:rbitrarily. They could h,a,ve been drawn with tN negative 
or with t1'e sl9pe of the 4V1 curve greater than the slope of the 
AV0 curve. 
"-
An examination of Figure 25 indicates the form of the llV re-
la ti on.ships .. 
0 as Y1 1.0 
0 as Y2 1.0 





-;,J; 1 and ~ 2 are some functions or constants to be deter= 
m;ir1ed. v}l aud ~ 2 have the dimensions of volume. 'l'hey are the 
partial e~cees volumes at infinite dilution. 
Table XIV presents a summary of the calculations of the ex-
cess voluroes for Figure 26 from th.e t.V values of Figtlre 25. These 
calcuJ'?-tions a;re included to illustrate the relatio.q.ship between 
the excess volume and the (V""V) dif':ference. The straight line 
t;1.0 
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Excess Volume vs. CompQsition for 
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CCALCULATIONS OF EXCESS VOLUMES FOR 
FIGURE 26 FROM !::.VIN FIGURE 25 {25) 
y J.-AV 1 AV2 y2l:N2 
0 0 0 
o.54 0.8 0.72 
0.96 1.6 1.28 
1.26 2 .. 4 l..,68 
1.44 3.2 1.92 
1.50 4.0 2 .. 00 
1.44 4.8 1--.92 
1.26 5.6 L.68 
0_.96 6.4 1.28 
0.54 7.2 0.72 
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:r~latiori.sb,ip for v1 t1t Figure 25 leads to the curved relationship 
f VE: • F. 26 .or l.~ igure • 
Substituting Equation vr~21 into Equation VI-15, neglecting 
,..,,E 
the eff~ct of pressure on V. 1 and integrating gives 
]. 
l.n yV ::: 
l 
A similar equation follows fo:r component two. 
(VI-23) 
Two ~ssumptions have been niade in deriving the above equationo 
?lie ;first ass'-'mption is th(;) linear 11elatio11 for i.e., El. 
-E st:ra;j,gllt l;i.Q.€1 ;relat.;i.o~sl).ip between V. and mole fraction. If Equa,,,.. 
l. 
~iqns VIc21 ~µd VI-22 are su~stituted into Equation VI-16, then 
(VI ... 24) 
or (VI-25) 
This implies that vE /y 1 (!=y 1 ) is a constant. Beenald.:er and Core ... 
mans ( ) E ( ) 5 have shown that V /y1 1-y1 is essentially a constant at 
constant temperature and pressure for mixtures of nitrogen and hy-
drogen, but decreases slowly as p:ressure is increased, 
The second assumptton is that wB is a constant at constant 
temperature and va.ryi11g pre.ssure. '1,'his assumption may or may not 
1:;le val;id. This assµmption simplifies the correlation scheme and 
should be kept in mind when correlating vapor activity coeffi-
cients~ 
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Vapor Activit;y Coefficients from Experii:nental Data 
The vapor activity coefficients obtained from experimental 
y/x. data in Chapter IV were used to calculate the values present= 
ed in Figures 27, 28, and 29. 
V 
Figure 27 is a plot of ln Y /(1-y) 
vs. Pr for the components of the ethane-n-heptane system. As can 
be seen from Equation VI-23 this ratio is equivalent to P~/RT, 
wh:i,ch is a p~rtial exceS!s compressibility factor at infinite di-
lu~ion. 
Figure 21:;1 j_s a, plot qf RT +i;t Y VIP as a function of mole 
fr~ction ethane in the vapor phase. This ratio is equivalent 
-E to V., provided t~e l~tter ie not dependent on pressure. Straight 
1 
l:i,nes would have been the J;'$sult on Figure 28 if~ llad been con-
(i} 
sta.nt. Th,(;; pl<rt qhows the curvature that results in va:riable val-
-E ue~ of V. as ~l1ovvn on Figure 29, 
l. 
Eaeh point QD Figu:re 29 is obt~ined bf extrapolation to zero 
of a line such as the dotted line in Figure 28. Figu~es 28 and 
29 d9 not verify the $imp1e correlatil':i.g form proposed for vapor 
activity coefficients. 
-E Values of Vc:t, were evaluated from the experimental data for 
the eth,ane ... n-butane and ethane-n-heptane binariE;?s used in Chapter 
IV u~ing the following equations 









0 Ethane_., T =l.29 
r 
0. n-Heptane, T -=O. 73 . r 
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Partial Excess Volume at Infinite Dilution for 












KQ ~nd K1 are 9btained from Figures 23 and 24. 
Y~ ;is obtained :from the Scatcb.ard-Hildebx,and equation, ,l. '' .. '' ' ' 
y/x is obtained from experimental data. 
Equation VI"27 i~ a rearrangement of Equation Vl-23, The values 
ol v! for ethane in but~ne solvent and ethane inn-heptane sol-
vent are presented in Figure 30,as a function of reciprocal re-
duced temperature. v! is plotted on a logarithmic $Cale only as 
a co~venience, . .Jt should be kept iµ mind that~, evaluated by 
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Equation VJ;,-2'7, will be µegative when the vapor activity coeffi .. 
cjent is l~ss than unity, When~ is both positive and negative, 
a l,oga;r;i. thmic scale cannot ·qe msed. 
Equation VI~27 expresses 'v! for the solute as a function of 
the p~essure, temperatuX'e and concentration of the sQlvent. In 
th~ dev~lopm~ut of Equation VI~27 it was assumed that the pres-
su:re e;f:t'eGt on v! is only that shown i,n the equation. 
Some qualitative observations concerning the use of Eqµ;a-
tion VI~27 have been made: 
1, The effect of temperature on v! cannot be neglected. 
2. v! was assumed to be a linear function Qf composition 
in the development of Eq1.:1ation VJ .... 27, This assumption 
is not valid • 
.. 
3. As.temperature increase1;1, solutions become more ideal. 
We, therefore, expect the vapor activity coefficient to 
approach unity and the parttal excess volume at infini.te 
dilution to app~oach zero as temperature is iucreased. 
Figure 30 ~upports this expectation. 
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ve~tfr the proposed correl~ting relationship (Equation 
Vl ... 23), There is a.n ~ffect of solvent or solute char-
acter which has not been properly accounted for in the 
correlatin~ equation. 
CHAPTER VII 
RESULTS, CONyLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The primary goal of this wo~k has been to develop geneTal-
ized i~~al K,..vaiue;s that are suitable for the overall K-value 
correlattou sq~eme 
(VII-1) 
Values Qf E:Idea.l for tbe simple fluid from variou~ sources 
are eom:p~re-d in Table XV. These sources are: (1) the Hougen; et 
al, (4t) K.-vatues fQr the s~mple fluid (Figure 9), (2) ideal K-
values pa.sad on the fugacity c9efficients of Pitzer (Sl), Praus= 
Pitz (66) and Chao and Seader (15) which were revised to give 
unity K-values at the vapor pressures (Figure 6), (3) ideal K-
values derived fro111 x=y data by the calculation method discussed 
in Chapter IV (Figure 13) ;:md (4) ideal K-values based on ~ener-
a,).ized vapor pressures and the imperfection pressure correction 
(Figure 23), 
Figures 13 and 23 are in good agreement at the low reduced 
temp?ratu~es. The correlation based on fugacity coefficie~ts 
(Figure 6) does not agree with any of the o,ther correlations. This · 
is partially explai~ed by the low values of the f/P ratio for 
lll 
TADLK;; xv 
COMPARISON 011' IDEAL K-VALUES FOR SJ,MPLE. FLUID 
Source of Ko Values 
Irigure 6 Figure 9 B'igure 13 .F'igure ()'",' ,;;,,J 
T p Modified Hougen Ideal Imperfection r r f/P Valu~s Values Fugacities Pressure 
---,-..-
Cqrrection 
0,6~ 0,10 o.65 0.01 0.60 0,25 
0.20 0.48 0.34 0.34 0.33 
Q.50 0,44 0.21 0.22 0.19 
1.00 0.47 0.20 0.19 0,17 
2.00 0.60 0.21 0.25 
o. ~70 0.10 1.00 1.05 1.00 1.00 
0.20 0.65 0.59 0.56 0~56 
O • .';iO 0.52 0.34 0.33 0.30 
1.00 0.54 0.29 0.29 0,25 
2.00 0,64 0.30 0.30 
(). 3(} 0.10 2.15 2.20 2.30 
0.20 1.20 1.21 1.25 1.25 
0.50 0.74 0.66 0.65 0.63 
1.00 0.65 0.53 0.52 0 .. 44 
2.00 0.69 0.53 0.43 
A C)(". 
V 6' V:'-t 0.10 3.70 4o05 4.20 
0,20 1.95 2.20 2.25 
0.50 L04 1.04 l.04 
LOO 0.81 0.78 0.70 
2.00 0.75 0.74 --,-.- 0.59 
l.C 0.10 6.20 6.10 6.70 
Q.20 3.30 3o20 3.50 
0.50 L55 lo50 1.60 
LOO l.00 1.00 1.00 
2.00 0.81 0~92 _.,.."""!'~ o. 76 
1. ~~o 0.10 13.70 12.50 12.20 
0,20 6.80 6 oL10 G.50 
0.50 2.85 2.75 2.80 
1.00 L59 1.55 ~--- 1.65 
2,00 1.10 1.10 -..,:,;.-_..,,,. lo09 
1,40 G.10 26.00 21.00 ---~ 18.50 
o.~o 12.00 11.00 9.50 
0.50 4;.70 4.60 --~- 4.00 
1.00 2.50 2o50 2.30 
2o00 lo45 1.55 1.40 
11~ 
the hypot~etical vapor. The f/P values for the hypothetical va-
por are d iscussed in Chapter III. 
Tpe Hougen oorvelation and the correlati on based on the im-
perfection pressure correc tion are in fair agreement at the low-
er ~educed tempera tures, T 61.4. There is a large d ifference be-
r 
tween the t wo correlations at the higher reduced temper atures. 
The preferred correla~ion is that based on the imperfection 
pressure correction, primarily due to t he range of temperature 
and pressure covered. As pointed out this correlation is in good 
agreement with Figures 9 and 13 in the lower temperature range, 
~he range i n which correlation accuracy is hard to achieve . 
Values of Kideal from various sources are compared in Table 
XVI. The sources compared are: (I) values based on fugacity co-
efficients and the requirement that K=l.O at the vapor pressure 
(Figure 7), ( 2) ideal K-values derived from x-y data by the cal-
cula tioq method of Chapter IV (Figure 17) and (3) ideal K-vaiues 
based on the imperfection pressure correction (Figure 24). 
The values of K1 from Figure 17 indicate a reverse effect of 
pressure than that found on Figure 24. The development of Figure 
7 indicated that K' was a func t i on of reduced temperature only. 
The K' values via the imperfection pres s ure correction show only 
a slight effect of pressure at the lower reduced pressures for 
T > I.O. The values of K' from Figure 24 bracket the constant K' 
1 
value of Figure 7 at the lower reduced temperatures. The corre-
lation based on the imperfection press ure correction indicates 
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l4e ~ajor potnts frqm this study may be summarized as fol~ 
;t.ows: 
1. ldeal K-values based on generalized f/P correlations 
are limited tn rapge of application and are not ade-
quate fq:r;- the lower reduced temperatu;re and higher 
:r;-eduoed pre~su~e regionso 
2. The modi:fi~d Hoffman, Weber 9 et aL, prccedure (Chapter 
!V) for evaluating standard state fugacities of hypo~ 
thetical vapors from vapor activity coefficients is a 
useful method for obtaining ideal K-values. Applica-
tion of this procedure is limited to systems where x .. y 
data are available for the entire composition rangeo 
This limitation is c:trcumvented by use of the van Laar 
equation :!;'or rv. The procedure o{ Chapter IV is fur-
ther liilii ted to ihe range of .temperatures and pressures 
of the experimental vapor-liquid equilibrium data. 
3. ',I'.he imperfection pressurE) c9ri~ection is th~ recommended 
basis for evaluating ideal K .... values. The correlation 
presented in Figures 23 &nd 24 is applicable in its 
P:resent form at T ~1.0 for all reduced pressures and a.t r . . 
P £2.0 for T l.Oo Convergence pressure should be dis-r r 
carded as a narameter pf the K1 ~1 1 correlation due to ~ oea_ 
difficulties involved in definingthe convergence pres-
sure for the eomponents of a mixture. The i1nperfection 
pressure correction correlation of Figures 21 and 22 
should be extended to higher pressures before extensive 
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'1SEi ,i,s ma~e of these correlations. 
4. The equation proposed for co~relating vapor activity 
coefficients does not completely define rv. A method 
has not been found for correctly determining V values. 
This indi~ates that we either qo not know enough about 
V or we do not ~ave the correct function for it. The 
need for mod:i,fications to this equ.;:1tion is indicated. 
Recommendations 
1. A generalized virial equation of state is required to 
extend the ideal K-value correlation to higher pres-
sures. This equation of state should be of the density 
rather than the press"re form. This equation should be 
applied to the calculat~on of the imperfection pressure 
cg~rection by an integration over density rather than 
pressu:m;?. 
2. The Sc&tchard ... Bildebrand equation for the liquid activ-
ity coefficient is a good first approximation for eval-
uating.this qua:g.tity. Modifications of the Sca.tchard-
Uildebrand equation may~~ needed as the K-value corre-
lation work progresses and ways are found for improving 
this equ&tion. 
3. A new vapor solution theory analogous to the $catchard-
Hildebrand vregular' solution theory for liquids js 
peeded. This relationship should take into account 
the composition and character of both solute and sol-
vent as well as temperature effects. 
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APPENDIX A 
NOMENCLATURE 
A parameter in the Redlich-Kwong equation of state 
parameter in the liquid a~tivity coefficient equation 
(Equation VI-13) 
- parameter in the Beattie-Bridgem~ equ~tion of state 
parameter in vapor pres~ure equation 
A parameter in the Benedict ... Webb-Rubin equation of state 
0 
.., para1IJeter in the Beattie-Bridgeman equation of state 
p&rameter in the Redlich~Kwong equation of state 
pa~ameter in the Benedict-Webb-Rubin equation of state 
parameter in the Beattie-Bridgeman equation of state 
B second virial coefficient, volume/mole 
p.u-ameter in the Redlich-luvong equation of state 
parameter in the liquid activity coefficient equation 
(Equation VI ... 14) 
parameter in vapor pressure equation 
B parameter in the Benedict-Webb-Rubin equation of state 
0 
,.. parameter in the Beattie ..... Bridgeman equation o;f state 
b generali~ed second virial coefficient 
parameter in the Beattie-Bridgeman equation of state 
parameter in the Benedict-Webb- Rubin equation of ~tate 
parameter in the Redlich-Kwong equation of'state 
C third virial coefficient 
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C • parameter in vapor pressure equation 










parameter in the Beattie-Bridgeman equation of state 
fourth virial coefficient 
parameter in the vapor pressure equation 
generalized fourth virial coefficient 
Fahrenheit 
fugacity, force/area 
H - TS, Gibbs free e1iergy 1 energy 
vapor-liquid equilibrium phase distribution ratio, y/x 
molecular w~ight 
number of carbon atoms 
P system pressures force/are"" 
p 0 vapor pressures force/area 
R universal gas constant 
T tempe~ature 
V volume 





Watson expansion factor, volume/g. mole 
liquid mole fraction. 
vapor mole fraction 
compressibility factor, PV/RT 
parameter in Benedict-Webb-Rubin equation of state 
reduced second virial coefficient (Equation V-16a) 
activity coef;ficient., f/xf 
1:26 
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parameter in Benedict-Wet?b-Rubin equation of state 
A chang~ in a property 
0 5 , 0.5 
(AU/V) '·, solubility parameter, (energy/mole-volume) 
pa:rameter in Beattie=Bridgeman equation of .state 
acentric factor 
s;ystem pressure 
reduced pressure in Beattie-Bridgeman equation of state 
¢ semi-empirical third virial coefficient (Equation V-23) 
1Y f/P, pure component fugaci ty coe :fficient 
.f 4ensity 
¢ f/Py, fugacity coefficient 
ideal reduced volume in Beattie-Bridgeman equation of 
state 
imperfection pressure correction 
reduced temperature in Beattie-Bridgeman equation of 
state 
~ summation over all N components in a mixture 
l component l in a mixture (lighter component) 
2 component 2 in a mixture (heavier component) 
C critical property 
H heavy component 
HV heavy component in the vapor phase 
i ~ j - component i or j, respectively 
k convergence property 
L light component 
LV light component in the vapor phase 
,n ... mixture p;roperty 
~ ~ redqced property 
proper~y at infinite ~ilution 
T property evaluated•at system temperature 
~uperscripts 
reference state 
simple fluid property, ll) = 0 
.......- superba~, partial molar quantity 
volume average property for mixture 
E exce~s quantity 
L liquid phase 
V vapor phase 
correction to simple fluid property 




exp exponentiali i.e., e to the power 
log logarithm to the base 10 
ln logarithm to the base e 
R-.K ~edlich ... Kwong 
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APPENDIX B 
EQUATIONS FOR PREDICTION OF VIRIAL COEFFICIENTS 
Gene~alized equations for·the second and third virial co-
efficients are ;required for the computation of the imperfection 
pressur~ correction. It is more important that the equations 
be o:f genera).ized _form than they, be of highest precision. V~rial 
c1,1effi<,!ients for pure cotllponent$ only a.re required so there is p.o 
interest in the intera~tion coefficients for mixtures. 
The e::,cp:r.essions p;resented below are f:i;-om equations of state 
and an improved generalized PVT correlation. 
Generaltzed Beattie-Bri_dgeman Eguation of State 
The original form of the Beattie ... Bridgeman (3) equation is 
p = 
where: 
RT (1-E)(V+B) A (B-1) --- .,.. 7 2 V 
A= A (1- ~) o V 
B b = B (1..., 7) 0 . 
E C :;: 
VT3 










A 1 = A~ (l • -i-) 
B' - B~ (1 - T ) 
EI ::: 
TT .,.. = reduced pressure 
Q == l'/Tc = reduced temperature 
=VP/RT = ideal reduced volume 
C C 
The five generalized constants in the Su-Chang form of the 
Bea.tti.e-Bridgeman equation wel~e given as: 
A' 0.4758 
Q 
a' ::: 0.1127 
BU= 0.1876 
0 
c 1 = 0.0500 
'.!;'!ii& gen,eralized equation is put in the following virial form 







( 0.4758 0,1876 - Q 
(0.046432 _ 0.009.38)_!.,.._ 
3 ,, 
Q Q Ve:. 
"'(~·) 3 
.. Q 
ijy Qomp~rison with the virtal equ~tion 











For the vapor p~ase the following short form of the Benedict~ 
Webb~Rubin eqµation was suggested 
Eq~ation B~8 may be rewritten 




(B ... 9) 
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.Th~ terms ~11 b:riil~lcets are the second and thi.rd virial cc;,efficients. 
qa:q.ja~ et al, (13) give ~he follQwing general equations fo:ri 
A = 0.0487 T - 13.01 
0 C 
- ;L.941 
Ne~ numbe~ of carbon atoms 
R:;:. 0.0820544 
Sy comb;i.n.i,ng the above six expressions with the .bracketed 
terms in Equation B~9, generalized equations for bpth the second 
and third vtrial coefficients are obtained. 
Rc::~lich ... Kwong (68) l!:quation of Strate 
'fhe twp constant Redlich-Kwong equation of state has the 
advaqt~ge of peing in generalized form 
p RT a (B-10) = V ... b T112vcv + b) 
0.4278 R2 T 2.5 







In virial form the Redl;ich.,.Kwong equation is 
PV 
RT 
( a/RT l ;::: z ::;; l + b ... .. 1/2 ) v 
T . 
+ (b2 t ab/RT ) .. / 2 . 
Tl/2 V 
3 ab2/RT) l 
+ (b - 1/2 ~ 
T· Vv 
+ (b4 ab3/RT) 1 
+ '.f1/2 v4 + ... !' ' (B ... 11) 
The second~ third,fourth and fifth yirial coeffici,ents are the 
terms in brack:~ts. S~bstitution of the above expression foJ; a 
and b leadf;l 1;.Q t,he following ex;pressions for the second and 
third v~rial coefficients 
(B-12) 
(B ... 13) 
Equations a~12 and B~l3 give th~ second and third virial coef-
ficients ;i.n term.s of critical constants only. 1hese are the 
n1ost convenieQ.t qnd simple ~quations for B and C and should be 
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~onsider~d for thi~ application, 
Second Virial Coefficient from Pitzer, et al~, Correlation 
··I ,t 11 , I I ,·1 I ·li I 
Pi~zer, et al., (62) introduced a characterizing third para-
m~ter,(.J), called the acentrie factor, The acen~ric factor meas-
u~es t4e devtation of the intermolecular potential function of a 
suq$tance from that of simple spherical molecules, The acentric 
fl.ictor i!S defi.ned by tile redt1ced vapor pres!!;!ure at Tr=O, 7 a,s 
.t;oil<;nvs: 
(B-14) 
the vaiue of ~he acentric factor is a measure of the deviation 
f~o~ simple PVT behaviOf• For the simple fluid lU~o. The 
~~entric factor mar be approximated from criti~al properties 
~d the normal boiling point by (20) 
l 
log P, atm. 
w C l.0 (B ... 15) = 7 T 
C 1.0 
Tb 
Values of the acentric fac,tor for various $ubstances are present-
Eld in Table XXVII. 
1\n improved compressibility factor correlation, using tbe 
acent~ic factor, was recently developed l;>y Pitzer, et al.~ ~51) 
(B..,16) 
UJ :;: the ace11tric factor 
z0 = the compressibility factor for the simple fluid 
Z' ~ the cor~ectiop to the compressibility f~ctor for 
dep~rtu:re from the simple fluid 
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V~.l1;1~s qf ZQ ~d Z' w~re oriSJiDcally presented in tabula:r form (5).). 
ihey ~av~ ~~b~equ~µtly been vresented in c~art form by Edmister 
. (20). 
A g~neralized equation giving a reduced second virial coef-
ficient as a function of :reduced te~perature and acentric factor 
was a).sq PX"esented py Pitzer, et al. (62). Th;is equation is 
BP 
-R ....... T..-:- ;:; (Q.1445 + 0.073W) ... (0.330 - 0.46U.))T;1 
(B .... 17) 
Th;is relatiQnsl\ip .i,a shomi graphic;ially in Figure ::n and is tab-
·ulatec;l ~s a fl,Ulct;i,.Q:fl o:t ,recl~~ed temperature and acentric factor 
in Tap le IV;U ~ 
Generalized Third Virial Coefficient 
An equation for the third virial coefficient, simil~r to 
~q~ation B~l7, was not developed by Pitzer, et al. It was thought 
tbat ~u~b a relationship 1 if obtainable, would Qe most convenient 
for th:j,s work, 
Values for the third virial coefficient in the Leiden virial 
equation can be found from compressibility factor data and the 
second virial coefficient~ Using the Pitzer-Curl equation, Equa-
B ... ;t7, for the eecond virial coefficient and the Pitzer (51) gen-
er~lized compilations of z0 and Z', a generalized equation for 
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Qenerftlized Second Virial Coefficient(23) 
TABLE XVII 
·GENERALIZED SECOND VIRIAL COEFFICIENT 
REDUCED SECOND VIRIAL AT ·ACENTRIC FACTOR• 
TEMP. o.o Oel 0.2 o.3 o_.4 Oe5 
.60 -.84624 -.98953 -1,13282 -1,27611 -le41940 -1,56270 
,65 -,73506 -,83356 -,93207 -1,03057 -1,12908 -1,22758 
.10 -,64485 -,71482 -.78479 -.85476 -.92473 -.99470 
.75 -.57040 -·62094 -.67148 -.72202 -,77256 -.82310 
.so -,50803 -,54466 -.58128 -,61790 -,65452 -.69114 
.es -,45513 -,48139 -.50765 . -.53391 -.56017 -.58643 
.90 -.40975 -. 428-0 7 -,44639 -,46470 -.48302 -.50134 
,95 -.37044 -. 3825 3 -.39463 -·40672 -.41882 -.43091 
i.oo -.33610 -.34323 -,35036 -.35749 -,36462 -,37175 
le05 -.30586 -,30897 -,3120~ -,31520 -,31832 -,32143 
1.10 -,27905 -,27888 -,27871 -,27855 -,27838 -,27821 
1,15 -,25513 -.25226 -,24938 -,24650 -,24363 -,24075 
1,20 -,23368 -,22855 -,22342 -,21829 -.21317 -,20804 
1.25 -,21433 -,20732 -,20031 -,19330 -,18629 -,17927 
1,30 -,19680 -·18821 -,17961 -, 17102 -,16242 -,15383 
le35 -.18085 -,17092 -,16099 -,15106 -,14113 -,13120 
1,40 -,16628 -.15522 -,14416 -,13309 -, 12203 -,11097 
1,45 -,15292 -.14090 -,12888 -,11685 -,10483 -,09281 
1.50 -.14064 -,12779 -.11495 -.10211 -,08927 -,0764'.3 
1,55 -, 12930 -.11576 -.10222 -,08868 -,07514 -,06160 
1,60 -.11880 -,10467 -,09053 -·07640 -,06227 -,04813 
1.65 -,10906 -.09442 -,07978 -,06514 -,05050 -.03586 
1.10 -.10000 -,08493 -,06985 -.05478 -.03971 -,02463 
1,75 -.09155 -,07611 -.06067 -,04523 -,02978 -,01434 
1,80 -.08365 -.06790 -,05214 -,03639 -.02064 -,00488 
1,85 -.07625 -.0602"3 -.04422 -,02820 -.01218 ,00383 
1,90 -.06931 -,05307 -.03683 -.02058 -.00434 .01189 
le95 -.06278 -.04635 -,02992 -,01349 ,00292 ,01935 .... 
2.00 -,05663 -.040-05 -,02346 -,00688 .00970 -,02628 vi -..J 
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in t:P,e development of this equation that the virial equation of 
state can be terminated after the third virial coefficient term. 
The equation is presented below 
(0.10844 + Oo3895lU) + (=003387 + L211W)T-l 
r 
+ (0.4058"" l.304W)T=2 + (=001358 + 0.478W)T-3 
r r 
(B-;1.8) 
1,'his rel~t.i,onship is sh.own ;;:raphically in Figure 32 and is tab-
ulated as a function of reduced temperature and acentric factor 
in. Table& XVIII and XIX. The procedu~·e uaed in the development 
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Figure 32 
Generalized Third Vi:rial Coefficient 
Approximation 
TABLE XVI I I 
GENERALIZED THIRD VIRIAL COEFFICIENT 
REDUCED THIRD VIRIAL AT AC£'NTRIC FACTO.R = 
TEMP. o.o 0.1 0.2 0.3 o.4 0,5 
,60 .04245 e06422 ,08598 •10774 e 1295·1 , 15121 · 
,65 .05334 e06595 · ,07856 •09116 e 10377', ,11638 
.10 .05682 • 06397 . ,07111 e07825 e08540 e09254 
e75 .05636 e06023 ,06411 •06798 e07186 ,07573 
.eo .05389 e05581 .05774 e05966 e06159 ,06351 
.as .05050 e05l27 .05204 •05282 e05359 ·.05437 . 
e90 .04681 e04691 ,04701 •04711 e04721 ,04731 
,95 .04316 .04287 e04258 e04229 e04200 •. 04171 
1.00 .03974 e03922 ,03870 e03818 e03766 ,03714 
1.05 .03663 .03596 .03530 •03463 e03397 e0'.3330 
1.10 .03387 ·03310 e03232 •03155 e03078 .03001 
1.15 .03147 e03060 e02972 .-02885 e02798 .02111 
1.20 .02940 e02843 .02745 •02648 e02550 .02453 
1.25 .02766 .02656 ,02546 •02437 .02327 .02217 
le30 .02620 e024~6 ,02372 e02248 .02124 ,0200·0 
le35 .02501 e02361 ,02220 e02079 .• 01939 ,01798 
1,40 .02406 e02246 .02086 ,01927 -•01767 e0l607 
le45 .02331 .02150 .01970 ·01789 ,01608 e01427 
le50 .02275 .02011 •01867 •01663 ,01459 ,01255 
1,55 .02236 ,02007 ,01778 e01549 •01320 ,01090 
1,60 .02211 .01955 e01699 •01444 e01188 ,00932 
1,65 .02199 .01915 ,01631 ,01347 ,01063 ,00780 
1,70 ,02197 · .01884 ,01571 •01258 e00945 ,00632 
1,75 ,02206 .01863 ,01519 ·01176 e00833 ,00489 
1,80 .02223 e01849 ,01474 ,01100 ,00725 ,00351 
1,85 .02247 .01841 ,01435 ,01029 ,00622 ,00216 
le90 .02278 .01840 ,01401 ,00963 ,00524 ,00086 I-' 
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MOLAR LIQUID VOLUMES 
T,he value chosen for the molar liquid volume in Equation 
V""' 16 is very important. In some of the previous applications a 
saturated liquid volume was used. While theoretically soundt this 
;is not pl;'&ctical for this work because values of the imperfection 
pressure correction are required at temperatures above the crit-
ical point, which would be the upper limit for the saturated li-
quid volume. 
Molar liquid volumes are also required in the application of 
the Scatchard-Hildebrand (83~89 1 90) equation for the liquid ac-
tivity coefficiento For this purpose~ V~ has been computed by 
the Watson (28) equ~tiono Chao and Sead'er (15) used a fixed val= 
ue independent of temperatureo It is of interest to review and 
compa~e fl few of the methods for calculating molar liquid volumes. 
There are two generalized compressibility factor correla-
tions worthy of note for saturated liquids. Meissner ei al. '(55) 
made such a correlation several years ago. This correlation was 
used by Scheibel (79) in his evaluation of the imperfection pres-
sure correction. Pitzer et al. (62) recently presented an improv-
ed compressibility factor correlationi, one part of which was for 
saturated liqt.l!ids. Values of tlu?: volume at the saturated liquid 
s-t;.ate are not of much value forihis work. 
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G~son and Watson (28) introduced the following empirical 
equation for calculating the hypothetical molar liquid volume 
whene 
(C-1) 
L V. = molar liquid volume, cc/ g. mole 
l.. 
v1w1 = reference volume~expansion factor 
product in the same units as Vi 
Tr= reduced temperature 
E}quation C-,1 is a special case of a more complete correlation 
that includes a pressure effect (88)0 The quantity v1~1 is the 
product of a. mQlar liquid volume of the component at some me<;ls-
uratile state and the expansion factor at t;he same state. This 
product is a constant for each substance and is established by 
a single density measurement andfue corresponding value of w. 
T4e volume calculated via Equation C-1 r~presents the volume of 
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a hypothetical incompressible liquid~ since no provisio~ns are made 
for the influence of pressure. 
Background for Equation C-1 
In the development of a generalization for liquid properties, 
Watson (88) started by applying to the liquid phase the gas phase 
relation 
PV = ZRT (C-2) 
1'he compressibility factor, Z, is a function of reduced tempera-
ture and pressure, and is approx~mately the same for all sub-
stances at the same reduced temperature and pressure. 
If :mquation G-2 is applied to the liquid phase~ an expres-
sion for th~ liquid density may be obtained. 









The above equation suggests that W, the expansion factor, is a 






-1 (units of U ) 
See note on page 153 for clar;i.fication of units of w. 
(C-4) 
WatsQn found that W is not a generalized function of rei:luced 
conditions~ Ue found that W varied as mvch as 20 per cent for 
di;ff~rent Gompounds at the same reduced conditions, 
Watson demonstrated that more exact results can be ob-
tained by applyjng the expression 
(C-6) 
in co~ju:nction with a W correlation in terms of T and P for 
r r 
one material. This equation is claimed to give reasonable ~c .. 
ouracr, that is~ a maximum deviation of five p~r cent from true 
va,lues at pressures up to and including the critical point. 
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~so ... aid n-pentane were used by Watson to prepare the first 
expansion factQr plot (88). Recently, Ritter, Lenoir and Schweppe 
(70) b?tve published a purportedly improved correlation for the 
expansion factor. 
Equation C-5 is used to determine the unknown molar volume 
Qf any substance at a specific temperature and pressure when 
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some meas-vred value of v1 is available at a known temperatul;'e 
and pres::rure. Both val1,1es of W are read from the expansion fac .. 
~or plot at the correspondjpg reduced temperatures and pressures. 
By compaJ;"ing Equations C-1 and C.-5 1 it is seen that the sim ... 
plitied empiric~! expression for Wis 
(C ... 6) 
W wa~ $eleQted at sufficiently high pressures such that pressure 
~as no effect on the liquid phase. The term (5.7 + 3.0 T) cor-r 
respo:t;idt':l to 1/W for tbe hypothetical incompressible liquid ref .. 
erenc~ state. This value is a linear extrapolation of 1/W from 
th~ absolute zero and thus defines the liquid .standard state as 
hFving a 9onstant volumetrio coefficien~ of expansio~ equal to 
"that o{ th~ real liquid at the absolute zerot The constant (5.7) 
is in effect a common multip;l.ier for v1w1 whi~h y~e~ds the ex-
trapolated molar liquid volume at absolute zero temperature~ The 
constant (~.O) established the fixed volumetric coefficient of 
expansion which holds at absolute zero temperature and ~tall 
other temperatures. 
At low reduced temperatures the l,iquid volumes calculat~d 
from Equation C~l differ little from actual molar liqui~ volumes, 
As the critical is approached, the calculated volume is smaller 
than the actual molar volume except at high pressures, 
Modification Qf the Watson Volume Expression 
I ·· 2 • · 1 
For rapid calculation of molar volumes, a tabulation of 
value:::: of v1w1 for various substances is most useful. Value~ of 
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v1wl have not been centrally tabulated in the literature, neither 
have they been evalµated for all $ubstances of interest, Having 
wor~ed under the above limitations, it was felt that there was 
sufficient justification for developing a method for predicting 
molar liq_-uid volumes which w<;mld be applicable to all substances 
an~ be convenient for digital computer calculations, The proced-
ure u~ed in developing this new correlation is outlined below; 
1, A tabulation was prepared of various substa~ces with 
their respective Watson e~p~$ion factor and acentric 
fa~tor~ 
2. the ipeal Gritical volume for each substance is defined 





::: p (C-7) c. 
l. c. 
J, 
.~. 4 'redQced expansion factor! was then calculated. 
v1w1 Pc.vlwl 
v' l. (C-8) = V -- RT 
c. c. 
l. l. 
4. The'reduced expansion factor' was plotted as a function 
of acentric factor (Figure 33 ) • 
5. The following equation was fitted to the -plot of reduced 
expansion factor vs. acentric factor (Curve A, Figu+e.33), 
v' = 0.01361 - 0,00328ll.J 
~ 3 .... 0.0244W + 0.0599W 
4 -- o.o::msw 
Curve B was found to be a more ~seful relationship for 
this work. The fitted equation for this eriu·ve is 
v' ~ o.01361 - o,00436uJ (C-;LO) 
14? 
0.015 · · 
-> -~..,..... __ 
0.010 
W -,.j\contric Factor 
Figure 33 
v I as a F\.mction of Acentric Factor, 
6. T4e ;reduced volume mf3.y then be Cfcllculated using an 
equat;ion of tl:l,e form of the Wq.t.son equation 
<c~11) 
Value~ of V as 0 function of T and UJ are tabulated 
ri . P 
in Tabl~ XX and p~esented graphically in Figure 34. 
7 • Tl1,e molar li~uid volume is then calculated by 
v~ ,= 
]. 







8. Equation C--11 can be rewritten such that the reduced 




+ W(V' ) r. 
l. 
(C-13) 
Va;l.ue$ of v0 ap.d V' are tapulated in Table XXI. r. r. 
]. l. 
ijo:J,ar J,iqµid voJ,um~s were evalmrted for liqu;i,.d propane using 
tl;le methods of Chao-Seader (15), Meissµer and Redd;ing (55), Watson 
(28) and Equations C-lO through C-12. The results of these calcu-
lations are plotted as a. function of :redm:;ed temperature in Figure 
35. 
It is obvious from this plot that the constant volume value 
9~ Chao and &eader j,s an oversimpl::i,ficatiou, and that tne satu:rc;,t-
ed liquid <ru;rve of Meissner and Redding cannot be extrapolated to 
higher temp~ratu:res w:i,th. any 13uccess. There :i,s excellent agree-
mf;mt of the volumes calqfrated via Eqiiation.s C-1 and the volumes 
~alculated via Eciuations c ... J9 through c .... 12. 
Edmister (20) r,ompared observed saturated liquid volumes 
TABLE XX 
REDUCED LIQUID VOLUME VIA £0.UATION C-6 
REDUCED REOUC£D VOLUME AT ACENTRIC FACTOR• 
TEMP. o.o 0.1 0.2 Oe3 Oe4 Oe5 
e60 .10201 .09880 .09552 •09225 e0.8898 .08570 
.65 .10411 .10011 e09743 •09409 e09075 .08742 
.10 el0615 el0275 109934 e09594 e09253 .08913 
175 .10819 el0472 .10125 e09778 e09431 109084 
.ao e 11024 el0670 el0316 e09963 e09609 .09256 
e85 .11228 •10868 e 10-508 •10147 e09787 109427 
e90· ell432 •11065 110699 •10332 .09965 e09599 
e95 ell636 ell263 el0890 •10516 .10143 e09770 
1.00 ell840 ell460 -.11081 •10701 el0321 e09941 
1.05 .12044 el 1658 .11212 •10.885 el0499 .10113 
1.10 .12249 •11856 eU-463 •11070 el0677 el0284 
le 15 .12453 •12053 ell654 •11254 · el0855 el0456 
1.20 .12657 •12251 e 11845 •11439 elU)33 el0627 
le25 .12861 •12448 el2036 •11623 .11211 el0798 
le30 e 13065" el2646 .12221 •11808 •11389 · el0970 
le35 .13269 e12844 el2418 •11992 ell-567 elll41 
le40 el3473 •13041 el2609 .12177 ell745 •11313 
1.4-5 el3678 el3239 el2'800 el2362 e 11923 ell484 
le50 el3882 el3436 el2991 112546 112101 •11656 
1155 114086 113634 113182 112731 112279 111827 
t.60 114290 113832 113373 •12915 112457 111998 
1165 114494 •14029 e 13-S64 113100 •12635 .12110 
le70 114698 •14227 el3755 •13284 •12813 el2341 
le75 el4902 •14424 el3947 .113469 .12991 .12513 
t.8-0 115107 114622 el4138 •13653 •13169 •12684 
le85 115311 el4820 el4329 113838 113347 e 128·55 
1190 .15515 .}5017 el4520 •14022 113524 •13027 
le95 el5719 •15215 • 14711 •14207 113702 •13198 1--' ~ 
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Figure 34 



































REDUCED VOLUME FOR A SIMPLE FLUID 
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/ Redding (5S) 
Comparison of Molal Liquid Volumes from 
Different Sources f<:>r Propane 
152 
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wj,th t4os;e ca.l~ulated via Eq\1ation c ... 1. The calct1.lated volumes 
are lower than the obse~v~d volumes. One would expect the values 
calculated via Equations C-10 through C-12 to also be lower than 
observed volumes. TAis difference indicates the need for more 
work to improve methods for calculatiµg molar liquid volumes. 
This work does not appear to be justified at this time. It is 
thought that the volumes predicted via Equations C-10 through 
C,,,12 are adequate for this work, 
A :q.ote to clarify the Umensiop. of W in Equation C-4 is in 
o~der,As defined by Watson (88) in 1943, the expansion factor, 
W, h~~ the dimension of R~1 • The ordinate of Figure 33 also has 
dimension of R-1 (i,e., 1/$2.06). The ter~ W could be~ dimen-
sionless factor, if defined as 
(C-14) 
whe;i;-e: p :;:: l/V ::: :p /RT c. C. C C 
1 1 
p ;;:: ideal critical (lensity 
C. 
1 
V = ideal critical vol um~ Ci 
1f Wis defined in this way, the ordinate of Figure 33 would be 
increased by a factor of 82,06. The term v' of Equations C-8 
through c~10 and Figure 33 has the units of R-1• The term 
(5.7 +3.0 Tr) in Equations C-1 1 C~6 and C-11 has the dimensions 




~VALUATION OF VAPOR PRESSURES 
At fairly high reduced temperatures hydrogen and nitrogen 
show q reve:r~e solubili t,y ~ i. e H tbe concentration of the gas in 
the solvent incveasqs with increasing temperature. In view of 
this phenomenon, it was thought that at high I"(~duced tempera-, 
tures Kldeal should go through a maximum and then decrease as 
temperature is increased at constant pressure. 
One of the problems encountered in the development of a 
Kldeal correlation via the imperfection pressure correction is 
the choic~ of the value for vapor pressur'? in Equations V-14 and 
V-.19. The value of G1 t,he imperfection pres~,;ure correction, at 
higher reduced temperatures depends on the form of the V<ipor pres-
s1,1r~ equation. Speei:fically 9 the problem i.s the choice of the 
vapor pressur,: for reduced temperatur<·HS greater them unity. It 
is poss;if:ile that a vapor pres~ure equation could be chosen such 
that tbe K1~ 1 correlation failed to show thq reverse solubil-uea 
:i,ty effect known to exist at the higher temperatures. 
Several empirical vapor pressure equations were studied in 
order to determine the form of these equations when they are ex.,. 
trapolated above unity reduced temperature. Some of the better 
known equations are tabulated below 




0 A B/T C log T (D.,.lb) p = ""' + 
lQg 0 A B/T C log T DT (D-lc) p = 'I" - + 
log 
0 
A ~/T C log T DTn (n> l) (D,-ld) p = .., ..,. + 
0 
0 
log p - A ,.. B/T - PT + ET.;:, (P-le) 
I 
log 0 A B/T C log T Dpo/T2 (D.-lf') p = - ... + 
0 ') 
CO-lg) log p ·- A ... B/T - C/T""' 
:mquat;iqns D-..lb through D-le appvoaGh infinity as T approaches 
.i,nfinity. Equations D-la anq D-lg approach the constant value A 
as T &pp;roaches inf'in,ityo Equation D,..lf approaches negative in-
ftnity as T appro~ches infinity. 
If the vapor pressure approaches infinity as the reduced 
t~mpera ture app;roaclles ,infinity, tl1en the requirement that Kideal 
go through a maximum when the r(;lduced t~mperature is in~reased at 
constant pressure ean,not be satisf,'ied. Therefore, we must e;l.im .. 
i,nat~ from consi,deration tho~e vapo~ pre.s~mre equations .,1ri th the 
above mentioned propertyo 
Equatio~s D-la and D=lf were selected for additional study. 
Equation D-la, the Antoine equation, is accurate only over a small 
pressure ra.nge. Equation D=lf is accurate over the complete va-
par pressure rang'e, but the equation has no roots at values of 
requced temperatures much above unity. 'fhis was enough evidence 
to eliminate these two equ;ations. 
The generalized equation o:r Reidt;,l (69) was next studied. 
As the reduced temperature app:ro~ches .i,nfiuity, the vapor pres.., 
sure approacheB infinity, therefore, this method of vapor pres,;-
su:re evaluation rm11;it be discarded. 
Pitzer et al. (51) correlated vapor pressures for reduced 
temperatures less than unity as follows: 
where: 
(D-2) 
(ln p 0 ) 0 is the log of the vapor pressure for a simple 
r fluid 
represents the change of the vapor pressure 
with acentric factor 
From the difinition of the acentric factor (ln p 0 ) 0 = -20303 
r 
0 . 
and (a ln p I at.A))= -2.303 at T =0.7. r r 
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Pitzer et al.(51) tabulated values of these two vapor pres-
sure terms as functions of reduced temperature only. A straight 
line extrapolation of these values has been made in the region of 
T > 1.0. Equations have been derived for the components of the 
r 
generalized vapor pressure equation to permit computer applica-
tion of Equation D-2o The equqtion for the log of the vapor 
pressure of a simple fluid is 
(ln p 0 ) 0 = 5.366 - (5.366/T) r , r (D-3) 
It was necessary to divide the plot of ( a ln p;/ a W ) 
into three parts to get an accurate fit of the data. 
For T > 1.0 r 
{ a ln p;) _ 
\ al/.J T 
2.415 - (0.7116/T) 
r 
+ (0.1824/T4 ) r 
For T <LO r 
(D-4) 
157 
(D .. 5) 
ln pq. 
a (J) T 
o.o 
( 0)0 ( 0/ ) Values of ln l) . and o ln P.,,, oUJ calculatt!d via Equ;:;ttions 
. r .. 
p..,3 th:rio~1gh ¥""9 are tabuluted in Table XXII. Reduced vapor pres-
sures, calculated from these same equations and Equation D-2, 
fl-S a function. of reduc9d temperature a.n~1 acentric factor,a11e 
tabulated in table XXIII~ 
Y;3.rborougb (93) 1 using the abovo method for evaluating vapor 
pressures, evaluated Kldeal for several compo:;,ents. Values of ~' 
·the imperfection ;pressure c:orrection, were obtained from the ten-
i;.at;ive generalized correlatioi'lt of this qu<)l.nti ty available at the 
time these calculations were made (60), K was then obtained 
ideal 
from these Q values via Equation V-22. A summary of these calcu.-
lations made is presented in Table XXIV. Plots of Kideal a~ a 
:function of reduced temperature at constant reduced pressure are 
present~d for various com1wunds in Figures 36 through 41. 
l'h.e calcu;l.qted value of Kid.ei;\l does go through a maximun1 as 
the reclucecl temperature increases for all components except hydro ... 
gen (using the acentric factor for hydro;;en as ~0,237). The K Ideal 
values for meth;:ine a;nd nitrogen go th:i;'ough a maximum on,ly at high 
The acentx·ic factor for hydrogt:•n of -0. 237 irS the value 

































COEFFICIENTS FOR GENERALIZED 
VAPOR PRESSURE EQUATION 
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TABL.E XXII I 
GENERALIZED VAPOR PRFSSURE5 
REDUCED REDUCED VAPOR PRE.SSURE AT ACENTRIC ,FACTOR • 
TEMPe o.o O•l ~.2 Oe-3 0.4 Oe5 
e60 e02795 .01890 e01278 e00864 · ·00584 .00011 
165 .05562 104111 e03038 .02245 .01659 101012 
.10 .10030 107962 e06320 .05017 .03982 e03013 
.75 •16720 el4065 111832 e099-S3 108372 e07014 
.80 ;- •26148 123070 120355 el7959 .15845 el'.301'5 
.as e38795 e35614 132693 .~0011 .2.7550 125016 
e90 e55091 .52285 e49621 e47093 .44694 e42017 
.95 175397 173602 .71850 .70140 .68470 .66018 
1100 1.00000 1.00000 1100000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00019 
1105 le29110 1132361 1135694 le39111 le-42614 t.46020 
1110 1162868 le70784 le79084 I.87788 1.96915 2106021 . 
111s 2.01345 2.15527 2e30708 2e46959 2164354 2.92022 
i.20 2e44551 2e66766 2e90998 3el7433 3e46268 3e77023 
1.25 2e92444 3124596 3160282 3e99892 4e43856 4e92024 
le30 3.44939 3189042 4138785 . 4e94888 5.58164 6e29025 
le35 4e01911 4160068 5e26639 6e02844 6.90075 7•89026 
1140 4•63208 5e37578 6e23889 7.24057 8.40307 9175027 
le45 5e28653 6e21435 7e30501 a.58708 10.09417 lle86028 
t.50 5e98052 7111460 8e46374 10e06871 11.97803 1~124029 . 
1155 6· 71199 8107445 9171347 11.68520 14.05717 · 16.91030 
1.60 7e47879 9109156 11.05212 13.43546 16.33276 l9e85031 
1.65 Be27874 l'Oel634-2 12.47714 15.31760 18e80468 23e08032 
1.10 9•10964 11128737 13e98570 17.32908 2le47172 261600~3 
le75 9e·96930 12.46067 15e57465 19146682 24.33166 30e41034 
i.eo 10e85556 13168053 . 17.24066 21.72724 27138139 34.50035 
11es 11•76632 14.94415 18.98025 24.10642 30.61705 38.88036 
le90 12e69952 16.24872 20 • 78,984 26.60009 34.03416 43.5403'7 1--' 
le95 13.e65319 17.59148 22.66578 29.20377 37.62766 48e48038 (}I 
2.00 1'4•62544 18.96972 24.60441 3le91281 41.39206 53.68039 co 
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TABLE XXIV 
SUMMARY OF IDEAL K-VALUE CALCULATIONS 
FOR VARIOUS SUBSTANCES 
LN 9° e ' IMPERFECTION PRESSURE CORRECTION VAPOR PRESSURE T LN 
R 
H N CH C H I-C H N 
2 2 4 3 8 5 2 2 
REDUCED PRESSURE• Oe5 
Oe60 -0.10 -1.16 Oe654 Oe476 Oelt90 Oe416 Oe386 Oe066 0.024 
o.n -o.2e -0.33 Oe817 o.747 Oe754 Oe719 0.103 0.255 0.157 
0.90 0.01 -0.13 Oe960 1.005 Oe989 0.910 Oe963 Oe636 0.540 
1•20 Oe66 o. 71 le636 le982 le950 2.155 2.257 le970 2e510 
1•50 le30 2.00 2e283 3e940 3e740 4e980 5.660 3e900 6e400 
2.00 le90 4e60 2e249 7e870 1.000 14e450 18 .100 7e650 16el00 
REDUCED PRESSURE • 1.0 
Oe60 -le41 -2.14 3e405 Oe226 00239 Ool76 0.153 0.066 Oe025 
Oe75 -0.69 -0.64 Oe584 Oe490 Oe498 Oe455 Oe436 Oe255 0.157 
Oe90 ... 0.25 -0.23 0.823 o. 773 0.777 0.152 Oe741 o.636 Oe540 
1.20 Oe48 Oe74 1.357 le660 le627 le809 le900 le970 2.510 
le50 lel6 2.03 le970 3e430 3.260 4.340 4.950 30900 6e400 
2.00 1•80 4.64 2e013 1.120 6• 320 12.250 16.609 7e650 13el00 
REDUCED PRESSURE • 2.0 
Oe60 -2.10 -3.87 3el68 Oe059 Oe065 Oe037 Oe029 Oe066 Oe025 
0.75 -1.47 -1.16 0.302 0.220 0.221 Oel93 Oel78 Oe255 Oel57 
Oe90 00e74 -0.37 Oe532 Oe476 o.476 Oe451 Oe440 0.636 Oe540 
le20 0.15 0.80 0.961 lel95 le 171 le312 1.382 le970 2.s10 
i. ~o Oe89 2.11 1.477 2e620 2e488 3e360 3.845 3e900 6•400 
2.00 le59 4e70 le6ll 50790 5.140 10.030 13.600 7e650 160100 
REDUCED PRESSURE = 5.0 
Oe60 -5. 36 -6.66 Oe023 0.003 00005 0.002 OoOOl Oe066 0.025 
Oe75 -3.17 -2.04 Oe068 Oe039 Oe041 0.031 0.021 Oe255 0.151 
0.90 -1.91 -0.62 Oo 171 Ool45 0.141 Oel34 0.129 o.636 Oe540 
1.20 -0.10 0.90 0.402 o.513 00543 Oo570 Oe604 le970 2e510 
le50 0.18 2.22 Oe708 le294 le224 lo680 lo938 3.900 6•400 
2.00 1.0.7 4e83 0.928 3e450 3.060 60090 · e. 310 70650 16.100 
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TABLE XXIV ICONTINUEDI 
SUMMARY OF IDEAL K-VALUE CALCULATIONS 
FOR VARIOUS SUBSTANCES 
T VAPOR PRESSURE IDEAL K-VALUES 
R 
CH C H I-c H H N CH C H 1 .. c 
4 3 8 5 2 2 2 4 3 8 5 
W=-e237 w=o.o 
REDUCED PRESSURE ,. o.5 
Oe60 0.021 0.016 0.012 0.202 0.211 Oel05 0.110 0.075 01063 . 
0.75 0.163 0.125 0.111 Oe623 00675 00420 00433 00348 01316 
0.90 00540 00495 00485 lo327 lo270 lo073 l 0091 1.020 1.001 
i.20 2e460 2.800 3e000 2e407 2e036 2e532 2.522 2e600 2e660 
le 50 6.100 7.900 90000 30416 2ol24 30250 30260 3e 170 3.180 
ZoOO 15.100 220200 260800 60800 20287 40090 40610 60070 2e960 
REDUCED PRESSURE= leO 
Oe60 0.021 00016 00012 Ool63 0.211 OollO Oe 113 .' 00089 0.080 
Oo75 Ool63 Ool25 Oo 111 Oe436 00508 00320 00327 00275 Oe254 
Oo90 Oo540 0.495 00485 Oo773 00817 Oo699 o.695 00658 Oe654 
lo20 2e460 20800 30000 lo452 lo220 lo512 1.512 lo550 le580 
1. 50 6a100 70900 90000 lo979 1.221 lo865 l 0871 lo821 le850 
2o00 150100 220200 260800 3.800 lo314 20260 2e386 lo811 le613 
REDUCED PRESSURE= 2e0 
Oe60 0.021 0.016 00012 Ool96 00493 00212 Oa208 00211 0.210 
0.75 Ool63 Ool25 0.111 00422 Oo555 Oo357 00359 00324 01312 
Oo90 00540 00495 00485 Oo597 00666 Oo566 00566 00549 00551 
loZO 20460 20800 30000 lo020 00846 lo050 10050 lo068 lo084 
1050 60100 70900 90000 lo321 Oo800 lo221 lo224 lo 177 1.110 
2o00 150100 220200 260800 20341 00180 lo390 lo470 l•l06 00985 
REDUCED PRESSURE= 5o0 
Oo60 Oo027 00016 00012 Oo579 20840 lo946 lo228 le696 20218 
Oo75 Ool63 Ool25 Oo 111 Oo75o lo248 Oe805 Oo795 00811 00822 
Oo90 00540 0.495 Oa485 00745 Oo860 00747 00735 00740 00751 
lo20 20460 2o800 30000 00980 Oo793 Oo980 00905 00982 Oe993 
lo50 60100 70900 90000 lolOl Oo652 Oo989 Oo996 Oo940 00929 
2o00 150100 220200 260800 lo650. 00524 Oo933 00987 0,730 00645 
4.Qr'""'.::-=~:-::::::-~-r-~~,--~~~,.,.-~~~..,...-,-~~-,,-~~~~ 
LEGEND 
0 P ;::0.5 
r 
A P ::;l.O 
r 










o P ~o.5 
r 
AP =eLO r 
0 p ~~2.0 
r 




Kldeal for Nitrogen 
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Figure '59 
Kideal for _Propane 
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Kldeal fol;' Isopentane 
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in the ~arly stages of th:j.s work. It wa,s suspected that this 
v~lue was incorrect and that an acentric factor of zero should 
be used ill data correlations, Recent tabulat:ion,s of calculation 
constants l;)y Grayson and Streed (32) and.Cavett (14) list the 
acent;ric factor {or hydrogen as zero, giving support to the ear ... 
lier suspicion about the acentric factor for hydrogen. 
K;rdeal for hydrogen was reevah1ated using the zero acentric 
:fs;1.ct,or. Results arie plotted as <ll. fupction of l."(:Hluced temperature 
at c;:~nstant reduced pressure ;in Figure 41 • ThE: change ii1 acen-
tric factor dtd p;r9duce ideal k-values e:xI\ibi ting a reverse sol-
ubility. Th:i.s is evidence ;for use of anacep.tric f,actor of zero 
for hydrogen in future cc\lculations. 
'rhe ;i,deal K .... values for meth{;me went through. a ma~imum at 
relatively low reduced tempe;ratu:res. Actual va,por-liquid equi-
liqria data vms examin~d to see if this was reasonable. It was 
;t'9und that methan~ does exh;ibit a revE);r-se solubility as do nitro ... 
gen and hydrogen. The va.lues 0f T and P where the reverse 
'r r 
solubility of methane appe~red to occgr were fairly clo~e tQ the 
ma;ximum in th 1.:! KI, 1 curve for methane. nea 
The results of this st\ldY indicate that the vapor pressure 
correlat:i,ons wt th the straight line ext:i;0 npolation at gl~eater than 
unity reduced tempe;ratures as given in Equation p,..2 through p ... 6 
are adequate for this work. 
,;I;. O ~.,,.t":LE:::".GENr::,:=. ::,:D ...... .,,...,..,.,r=-~-,-.-...,,,......,...,_..,.....,,,,_,.,,,.....,...,...,..,.,.,.,..........,_..~..,,.....----, 
0 P =0,5 
l'l 
3,0 
A :P ;::;l.O .r 
0 P =2.0 r , 









DEVEL9PMENT OF A GENERALIZED EQUA').'ION 
FOR THE THIRD VIRIAL COEFFlCI~NT 
·Va}ue1:1 for th.El tµird virial yoeft'icient, C, can be foun<l 
f;rom compressibility factor data. aµd the $econd vix,ial coe;ffi:-, 
ciep:t., B. A generalized ec~uation for the t,hird virial coefficient 
was deriyed m~i11g the Pitzer,,.Curl equation (Equation B ... 17) .for 
the second yirial coefficient aµd tb,e Pit?ier (51) generalized 
compilations of z 0 and z•. The prpcedure used.in tnis qevelop-
ment is as fol.lows: 
,I, At a selected value of red\f~ed tempe:t'c;l.ture qnd acentric 
· factol', eva).uate the second virial coetficie11t·, B, from 
Equation B-17 •. · 
2. tabqlat~ valueq of z0 and Z' at v~rious values of re4uced 
pressure. 






flot Z-l-BP vs. P2 
The slope of this plot= CP2/(RT )2 
C C 
Repeat th~ above steps for Qther combinatiQns of reduced 
temperature and acentric factor. The chotce ot va~ue$ of 
reduc:d tempe:ratuJ>: is limited by the va:j,ues of.Tr in 
the P1tze~ tab"lat1on. · ·· 
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;t.O, Fit th~ model 
. o w· y ;:; C t· · 9' (E ... ;t) . 
bv ptottib~ C vs, ~n~nt~ic factor~~~ each reduced .. 
te~pe~~ture. Using th~ leasi squar~s criterion, draw 
the ~~st st~aight line through the data points. Tb~ · 
inte~Gel)t cl.t zero qC~)1.tric factor is C\ The slope is 
C' • 
l'i?Q 
l,l, . U1$;i.i1.g regressi1;>n techniques c0 av.d C' were correlated 
~s a function of reduced temperature using the follow-
ing model~ 
c9(R'l' )~ 
C T-l + C T""2 C T"'3 q cl + + r~ 
:;:: 
3 :r . 5 r 7 r 
G 
(E...:2) 
C' (ll'\' )2 
C T .. J, .... 2 C T'"'3 C c2 P~z ,i;; + + c6 'l':r + 4 r 8:r (E-3) 
·c 
12," Combin,ing l!lquations E-1, . E.,.2 and :Er3, the. final equation 
wae obta:i,ned 
(0.10844 + 0.3895W) + (-0.3387 + 
1. 2ll(Ll)T;l + ( o • .4058 ,.. 1, ~04:W )T;2 
+ (-0.1358 + 0.478W)T;3 (B~l8) 
Equ~ti9n :a-ie is fo;; th~ Le:i,dcn third virial coeff;i.cient and . is 
derived \Vi th the as.siunwt:i,on that the· J#iden vir;ial (!Hf1,1at;i,on of 
state termi~ates with the third virjal term. Equation V-14 for 
the imperfect.i,.on pl"essur~ co~,recti<;>n. requires the Berlin .viri.al 
coefficients are given i11 Equations V""l3a, V-13b and V-13c. 
T~$tin~ of the Esuation 
. '. I . , 
C values K;rom Equation B,.18 were comJ?areo with values of C 
171 
de:i;-ived d:irectly fi-1qm :PV? data. 1 µs;i.ngthe Pitzer ... Cµ.rl equatio.n. 
. (gqµa~io:Q. 13.,.1, 7) fo~ the s~co~d vi:ri~l coettic~en.t. Resµl ts .of 
tllis compa;rison a.re. presented in Table XXV, . There is good agree'l' 
me:nt between tl>.e C • (:aerlin) values ;for me than~ and tor propane. . . ' 
T:qe ~Qmparison Qf the C' ya;J.ues for heptane indi~ates that an 
imp;rovem~nt in Equa.tion B-18 for C and pc;>esibly tll~ Pitzel;' ... Curl 
equatioG f@:r1;.ht;1 seconq yi~ial. ~oefficieint is needed • 
. 4 sec;opd test q:f Eq1,1at;j.op B ... 18 was mad.e whereby the qua:pti ty 
c;;r;/~lt'J; )~ was v.4:1ed in optainin,g a solution to Equation v.,. 9 • 
' ig 




















COMPARISON OF THJ;RD VIRIAL COEFFICIENTS 
DERIVED FROM PVT DATA AND CALCULATED Br 























C' , cc/g mole atm. 
· :Ji'rom 
PVT Data (57) 
-2.041 














9' , cc/g mole atm. 
F:tiom 


























C' , cc/ g mole atm. 
From 

















SOLUTIONS TO EQUATION V-9 
'Xbe ;l;Qllowing geueral :velationsb;i.p for the ,imperfectiQP. pres-




dP .. ..LJ· . VL dP 
RT ;i. · 
. 0 . 
pi . 
(F..,.l) 
two s<;>lu1;:i,,ons to ijq_uat;i.on F ... l will l,;le p:t;'e~ented a:nd di$cuss .... 
ed. J;n both ~f "tih.ese ~olut:,i.ons hypothetical vapo:r.or liquid 
stat~s a~e ~ncountered, 
Pressµre-~eries Esuatioµ of State Solution 
. : \ I l , . . I · . · . -~ ·, ._ I · .. ·. 
'In tll.is solution V~ is assumed to be c<mstan.t between p~ and 
:P. vr ;is evaluated via the Be~lin ;form of the vi:r;-ial equation 
of state 
. ~ubstitution of Equation F-2 into Equation F~l and integrattng 
'fhe v<,1.por volume is accounted for in the vi.rial coeffici<;mts, B ! , :., 
C!, etc. while the liquid volume, v\ is taken as .a constant. Equa;.. 
;J. l. . . .. 
tion F~3 is applied and discussed in detail in Chapter V, 
173 
174 
In this ~olut,ion the l:i,q_uid an,d vapqr volumel? are r·~plaved 
by tl1,e terms of the Leiden form of tl~e virial equation of state. 
D 
+-v3 



















Substitutioi1 of Equations F ... 4 through F ... 7 into the first t~r,n of 
E;quatJon F,..l and integrating gives 
(F-8) 
175 
Eq_µat:i,qn ;Il1"f~t iEi isimplif;i.ed by th~ 13ubsti tut ion of Equation v ... 17 
+ • , •••• , , ... ln (F ... 9) 
fh,e ~econd term of Equatiop F.-1 can be obtained by dil"ect inte-
gration 
(F,..10) 
The combination of ;mquatipn,s F .. 9 and F-10 was evaluated for the 
s~mpl~ fJ,uid at severq). p:re__:,sures ,vi th the individual terµis 
being evaluated as follows 
1. 
2. 
Two redueed isotherms were 
and T ;:;l.10. r 
selected, namely, T =0,90 
r 





3. The reduced vapor pressure was evaluated via Equations 
p..,2 throµgh Df!l6. 
4. The ~educed volume was evaluated via Equat:j.<;>n, c ... 13, 
5, The quantity, b, was eva;luated via Equation B-17, 
6. Tbe quantit;r, c, was evaluated via Equation B ... 18~ 
7~ The ;ideal K"-value wc;as then obtained from Equation y .. 22, 
The re~l.,11 ts of thi/iii evaluation are p;resented in Figure ~2. 
. . •,, 
'l'lw iq~1;1l K..,values for the Tri;;:l.10 isotherm are reasonable and 
o{ the correct form. 'l'he ideal K ... values for the T :;,:0~90 isotherm r . 
are reasoqable at the l9w~r :reduced pressures, hut are 9bviously 
tn E\r:ro:i;, ,;:i.t the b.igher reduced pressures. An analysis of the 
values of the individual term~ of the combined form of Equation 
F~~ and F"io ~bowed th~t the value obtained f9r CP2/RT2 :j.s not 
C C 
correct af the lower r~duced temperatures. This confirmed a 
suspiciop about tbe values of this qqantity obtaineid at the ;tower 
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Kideal via Equation V~9 
APPENDIX G 
PROC:EJ)URE USED FOR I!:VALUATING K' FROM GENERALIZED K0 
CORREL\TlON ANO VAPOR PREl:;,SURE REQUIREMENT 
One mE;{hod of evaJuat;i,ng the K' correction term is to impose 
the re,,u;irein~nt that K ::; K0 (K 1 tJ ::;l,O at the vano:r p_ressure 
· · i ·• • Ideal • · 
fQJ;' substa:n<;es of dif:f;'erent a~e1J.tric factor. Accordingly, the 
following procedu!'e was used in developing the K' correlation of 
f,i.g\lre 7 ,;1.nd in imprqvi.ng th~ gene:ral:lzed KQ correlE\tioh present~ 
ed ill Fig1r1re (;). T~e :revised K0 co:i;-relatiqn i,;; presented as .the 








Even v?,lues of W from O to 0.5 G\t 0.1 i,ntervals we;re 
sel~Qi;edt 
Even vah1es of T over the range of 0.5 to 1.4 were 
selectedo r 
0 
Values of the reduced vapor pres,;;ure, pr, were found 
at each of these T and uJ value,s. . r . . 
From the K0 vs. P and T 
of K0 were fauna for each 
T va.lue. r 
correlation (Figure 6), values 
point, i.e,, each W value and 
U) 
Values ot' (K 1 ) were found a.s the reciprocal of the 
K0 value (this follows ;from the K::;; ;i,o at the vapor 
pressure requirement). 
uJ 




l•'rom this smoothed plot values of (K') were read, K' was 
tben computed. 'fhe ~verage value of K I for each T was 
r 
:found. 
The.se averaged values of K' were plotted against the 
178 
179 
f'ec;t.procal of !'educed temperature in Fj.gl,U'e 7, 
Q, U~in~ ~hi~ i• v~. Tr relationship new v~lues of K0 were 
recpmpµted fQ:V e,;tc;;l) vapci:r p;ress1.tre point (correS1po:hding 
to eac4 lt../ ) to:r eac;4 :reduced te~perat1rre. 
A Si~IDPl~ calculation µow follows 
1. Give:,;,. f~:;;0.8 and uJ..,.o.;i, f1,nd K' and K0 :revised. 
~. From th~ reduce(} v~por pressu~e plot or tquations 
D ... 2 tbroug}J. D-6 
0 
P.,.,_ ,;z; 0.23 
""i 
3 •. Fl;-om t,he K0 plot, Figqre. 6, KQ = 1.10 
4 • . (K, I t = l/l ,.10 :::; 0 e 909 
The average of this and si~ilar calculations at tllree 
ot4er U) values gives 
K' :i: 0,386 · · ~ve:r-age 
8. Using this K1 value, we now· ~ind a rev:i,sed K0 , as 
:fo;t.lQWS 
.,.... 
for T ;;:0,8 ~nd p0 ;;0" 23 ( the va;nor pressure of an W =0, l r r .· Ji:' 
co~poµent at Tr=0.8) 





Pl\r~LOPMENT OF Kl CO~LAT~ON FROM GENERALIZED K0 




;a. 1 ... 
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TABLE XXVI (Continued) 
DEVELOPMENT OF K' CORRE:JA'.l'10N FROM GENERALlZED K0 
COnRELATlON.,.W!lVIS;£0N OF KQ CQRRELATJON 
Po 
r. 
' l. Ko U) Reduced 
·~.:,;, .l\.~ent:rtc Vapor Ko K' Revised 
Factor ~~seur~ (Fi,gure 6) (Figure:s> 
~ I I 
1.0 -,,....., lwO 1.0 1.0000 1.00 
l"l o. l ' 1.70 0.99 · 1.1046 0.99 
0,2 1.77 0.98 1. ).041 0,98 
o.~ l.87 0.97 l.;1096 o.97 
0,4 l,97 0.95 1.1218 0.96 
4\.ve;rag~ 1.1061 
1,2 0' J. 2.~5 0.98 1.2192 0.98 
0.2 2,90 0.965 1.188 0.96 
0.3 3.16 0.95 1,1859 0.95 
0,4 3,48. 0.93 1.1992 · 0,93 
Averag~ l-1910 
1,;3 0.1 3.87 0.96 1.3182 . 0.975 
o.i 4.37 0.95 1,2825 0.952 
0,3 4.95 0.93 1. 2825 0.928 
0.4 5.62 0,905 1,2766 0.$05 
A.ve:rage 1.2825 
" 
), ,4 o,i 5,4 0.98 1.4805 0.969 
0,2 6.28 0,95 1.419!) 0.938 
0.3 7.3 0.925 1.3848 o.~09 
0.4 8,55 0.91 1.3815 0.879 
Average 1.3954 
APPENDIX H 
CAlCULATION CONSTANTS FOR PURE COMPONENTS 
The calculation co~stants used in this work are tabulated 
tn Table XXVII.The source of these con~tants is as follows 
Critical Temperature, Normal Boil:i,ng Point, 
Critical Pressure 
Critical temperatures, critical pressure~ and normal boiling 
points for the h;ydrocarbons we:t;"e obtained directly from the API 
44 compilation. For non~~ydrocarbons, these quantities were ob-
tained from tb.e tabulat:i,on of the Manufacturing Chemis'.ts' Associa-
t;i.on. 
Acentric Factor 
Values of the acentric factor were obtained v~a Equation 
B-15. The critical properties and the normal boiling points used 
in the equation were those of Table XXVII. 
Solubility Parameter 
When available, values of the solubilit;!,- pa;rc;.lmeter were taken 
d;i.rectly from the tabulation o:I;' Hildebrand and Scott (34)~ 
The solubility par~meter for those substance& not t~bul~ted 
by Hildebrand and Scott were estimated from the,heats of vapori~ 
182 
TABLE XXVII .-" .. "'"·' 
CALCULATION CONSTANTS FOR PURE COMPONENTS 
Hildebrand 
Critica.l Normal Cri ti-cal Acentric Solubility 
Temp. Boilin6 Pressure· Fa~tor Parameter 
NORMAL P1\RAFFINS oR. Point~ .R. atm. uJ 6@ 25°c. 
Mo thane 343.91 201.01 45 ... 80 0.013 5.45 
Ethane 550.01 332.16 48.30 0.105 <:: <;>Q . . 
Propane 665.95 415.96 42.01 0 .. 152 6.00 
Butane 765.:n 490;79 3?.47 0.201 6.70 
Pentane 845.60 556.62 33 .. :n 0 .. 252 7 .. 05 
Hexane 914.20 615.42 29 .. 94 -0~290 7.30 
· Hepta..11e 972.::n 668.89 27.00 0.352 7.45 
Octane 1024.31 717.91 24.64 0.3992 7.55 
Nonane 1073.0 763.16 22.60 0.4439 7.65 
Decane 1114.7 805.14 20.70 0.4869 7.75 
Undecane 1153.7 844.32 19.20 0.5009 7.79 
DodPrane 1187 .. 7 881.02 17.80 0.5:394 7.84 
Tri de cane 1220.7 915.49 17.00 0.5818 7.89 
Tetradeeane 1250.7 943-.06 16 .. 00 0.6165 7 .. 92 
Pent.adecane 1277.7 978.82 14 .. 97 0 • .(5494 7.96 
Hexadecane 1303.0 1007.94 14.02 0.6748 7 .. 99 
Heptadecane 1328 ... 0 1035.59 13.00 0.6866 8.03 
Octa<lecane 1349.7 1060 .. 35 ll.98 0.6959 8.04 
.ISOPARAFFINS 
Isobutane 734.65 470.58 36.00 0.19].8 6.25 
Isopentane 829.80 541.82 32.90 0.2060 6.75 
Neopentane 780.·77 508.79 31.57 0.1950 · 6.25 
Isohexane 896.6 600 .. 36 29.95 0 .. 2824 7.10 
3-methylpentane 907 .. 9 605.60 30.83 0.3678 6.35 I-' 
2 1 2,dimethyibutane 880.9 581.22 30.67 0.2041 '7.00 (XI C,-1 
T.ABLE XXVII (Continued) 
CALCULATION CONSTANTS FOR PURE COMPONENTS 
Hildebrand 
Critical Normal Critical Acentric Solubility 
Temp .. Boi.ling Pr.essure Fac·tor Parameter 
AROMATICS oR. Point, 0 R.. atm. w .6@ 25° c. 
Benzen-e 1012.7 635.S-7 48,.60 0.215 "9.15 
Toluene 1069.2 690 ... 81 40 ... 15 0.252 8.90 
o-xylene 1138.0 751..66 36.06 0 .. 298 8.99 
m-xylene 1114 .. 6 742 .. 11 34.70 0.316 8 ... 82 
p-xylene 1112-08 740.75 34.02 0 ... 307 8 ... 77 
Ethyl benzene 1115.8 738.65 36.74 0-0317 8.79 
Styrene 1165.7 752.91 39.47 0.248 .9.30 
OLEFINS 
Propene 657.2 405.83 45.40 0.143 6.43 
Ethene 509.51 305 ... 01 50.50 0.0887 6.08 
I-Butene 755.3 480.42 39.70 0.203 6 ... 76 
cis-2-Butene 770.o 498.39 41.00 0.2725. 7.20 
trans-2-Butene 770,.0 493 .. ~7 41.00 0.2336 7 ... 00 
1-Pentene 853.0 545.63 39.90 0.2180 7 .. 06 
1-Hexene 920.0 606.08 32.10 0.2463 7 .. 40 
MISCELLANEOUS COMPOUNDS 
Ammonia 730.1 431.0 111.3 0.266 2.0.1 
Argon 271.3 . 157.l 48.0 -0.006 9.96 
Carbon Di-oxide 547.7 ----- 72.8 0.225 7 ... 24 
Carbon Monoxide 241 .. 2 131 .. 5 35 .. 0 0.0162 6 .. 30 
Ethyl Alcohol 928.9 632.8 63.1 0.649 -- ... 00 
,i:. 
TABLE XXVII {C-0ntinu-ed) 
CALCUL..4.'fION CONSTANTS FOR PURE COMPONENTS 
Critical ijormal Critical Acentric 
Temp--o B~1.lin6 Pressure Factor 
MISC~ CMPDS. (Cont'd_.,) 0 R. .. Po:tn ti..-.2!. atm. w 
Helium 9 .. 4 7.6 2.26 -0 .. 354 
Hydrogen 59.8 36.7 12.8 0.000 
Hydr()gen Sulfide 672-.5 383,.l 88.9 0.106 
Krypton 3-'76 .• 9 215.6 54,.2 -0.006 
Methy·1 Alcohol 923-.5 607.9 78.7 0.565 
Nitrogen 227.3 139.3 33.54 0.035 
Oxygen 278.6 162.3 50 .. 14 0.017 
Xenon 52L6 298.8 57.62 -0.013 
CYCLOPARAFFINS 
Cyclopentane "921.2 580.4 44··.55 0.205 
Methylcyclopentane 959 .. 0 621.0 37.36 0.235 _-
Cyclohexane 997.7 637.0 38 .. 17 0.203 



















zatiQn and molal volumes of tp.e AP~ 44; t11bulation by the follow-. 
ing equation (65) 
0 t;; ( AH ; R'.O j 1/2 (H.-1) 
If the he~t o! vaporization w~s not tabulated by API 44 1 it was 
optained via the Kistiakowsky equation (65) 
7.58 + 4,571 log Tb' 0 R, (Btu/lb~ mole 0 ~} 
Th~ Ki~t~akowsky equation evaluates the heat of vaporization at 
the normci'.l, boiling point, The heat of vaporization is corrected 
tQ 25°c. by -t;he Watson equation (65) 
(H .. 3) 
APPEN:OIX l 
LIQUID ACTIVITY COEFFICIENT NOMOGRAPH 
The ~rocedure for applying th~ activity coefficient nomp-
graphs o~ F;i.g-ures 43 and 44 ie as follows 
Step l - Calculate (6.-~ ), where: 6. ~ solubility parameter 
for the compinent.in que~ti~n and 6 = the liquid 
volume averaged solubility parameter for' the entire 
liquid ph~se (Equation VI-6)~ 
Step 2 - Paes a straight line through temperature and (o.-i), 
loca~ing the turning point on the eloping line h).at 
connects the two sca!~s. · 
I ' 
St~p 3 ~ Pa~s a straight line through V~ (the molar liquid 
volum~ of the component in queition) and th~ turn-
ing point found in Step 2, 
Step 4 'I!" Read Y~ at the poi~t where the line of Step 3 inter-
sects the liquid aetivity coefficient scale. 
T~e following is a sample calculation for a binary mixture at 




mole fraction (cal/cc) · cc/t&. mole 
component 1 0.6 10 200 
component 2 Q.4 4.5 80 
T4e solution by equation is 
Vx.V.6. 
£111. 
0 = -----:;;: 
\x.V. 
L., l. ,l 
(0.6)(200)(10) + (0~4)(80)(4.5) 
(0~6){200) + (0~4)(80) 
980 
= 15'2 = 8.842 
l87 
. RT 
200{10 ... S.84~) 2 
= . . 397.4 . . ::; 0.6749 
yl:::: 1.964 
The solution by nomo~raph is ~s t'ollows 
1- CQnnect T ~ - 1006 V. and (o1 ~ 6) = l.lS8, findtng 
the tu~ning point. 
2. Conaect Vl = l50 with t4e turning point and inte;rseet 
scale at Y ~ 1~96• 
Fr-om the abov~ it can be setP th~t tpe npmograph ~tves the 
~~~ yl· vatues a~ the equatiqn~ Jt d9es ~~quire a p~eliminary 
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~460 Figur~ 43 
Nomogr&ph for X:.iquid Aqtivity Coefficient 
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0 Fig-ure 44 3~00 
Noniograph for Liquid A.ctivity Coeffici,rnt 
temperature Range: ..,.450 to 60<>F. 
APPENDlX J 
SAMPLE CALCUiATION FO~ HYPOTHETICAL 
VAPOR FUGAC{TY COEFFICIENi 
The bac~ground and equatiQ~s fqr the calculation of hypo ... 
theti~al vapo~ activity coefficients w~re developed in Chapter 
A ~ample ealculat~on now follows, 
. 0 
Data is from the 250 F. 
l9l 
V 
$t~p + ~ Caleul~te pEthaue via Equ~tion 35 of Black's paper 
(l9) for each value of T, P, and eompQsition. · 
Step 2 ,.. 
V 
Calqulate (f/f)Etha»e for pure et~ane via Equation 
3q of ~lac~'s p~per (10) at each T and P. 
V Step~ - Calculate Y for eth~ne 
(J .... J,) 
A summary of calculations via Steps 1, 2 ~~d 3 is presented in 
Table X~VlII. 
V 
Step 4 - Plot ln YEth vs. yEth and draw a smooth curve .ane , ane 
through the data (Figure 11), 
Step 5 - Read from the plot made in Step 4 values o{ 
ln r:thane vs, y for even intervals of In r!thane 
and tabulate (Table XXXX), 





'l'he subscript13 on the brackets ;in Equation J.,.,2 
r~fer to po~nt~ on the curve being integrated. 
Step 7 ... Plot ylight vs. In r!eavy and smq<;>th (Figure 11). 





= ~4~ptane(Eqn. 35 of BJ,~c~) 
V 
Theptane(Step (>) 
(J ... 3) 
Th~ o~lc~lations of Steps 8 and 9·'are summarized in Table XXX. 
193 
TABLE XXVIII 
CALCQLATlON OF r!th 
1 ane I:rii ETHANE 
N~HEPTANE BINARY 
V 
/,v PE thane 
(f/P)~ V yV pl" Equat~on 35 t .:i(f/P)V 
y lQ. 
Bla<;lt (10) 2 c2 c2 _.,...,..,... 
0,0423 1,02178 Qf9937 l,0283 0.100 0,0279 
0~0479 l,.OJ.79 0,99~8 1 .. 0253 0.200 0,0250 
0.0556 ;t,O;I.397 0.9917 1.0224 0,300 o.022~ 
0,0838 1.0032 0,9875 l,0159 o.520 0.015s 
0.1043 0.9f)73 Q.9845 1.0130 0,610 ·. 0.0129 
0,1409 0,9889 0,9791 1,0101 0.705 0,0100 
0,2113 0,9760 0.9686 1,0076 0,791 0,0076 
o.2e1s 0.9644 0.9583 l.0064 Q.834 0.0064 
Od,22<? Or9426 0 19376 1.0053 0.878 0,0053 
0,5635 0.9~16 0.9167 1.0051 0.898 .0.0051 
0,8453 0,8805 0.8754 1,0058 · o .. 915 o.Q058 
1.4088 0.7994 0,7903 1.0115 o.~16 O,Oll4 
194 
T,ABLE XXJX 
INTEGRATION OF l y tr . · n · Ethan,e CURVE TO OBTAlN 
fn· V Y Heptane-eTHANE-N-H~PTANE ij!NARY 
. V 
Y1IY2 i·rv Ye ln 'Y C n C 
2 2 . 7 
0 0.0307 0 
0.05 0.0~93 0,0526 
o,;i,o 0.0279 0.1111 0.00015 
0,15 0.0~64 0,1765 
0,20 0.0251 0,250 0.00064 
0,25 0,0237 0,333 
0,30 0.0222 0.429 · 0,00231 
0,35 0,0208· 0,538 
0~40 0.0193 o.667 0,00389 
0,45 0~0],78 Q.818 
0.50 O,Olq3 1.000 0.00637 
0,55 0,0148 1,222 
0,6Q 0~0132 1,500 0,01021 
O.G5 0.0117 l,857 
0.70 0.0102 2.333 0.01587 
0,75 o.ooa6 3.000 
o.so 0.0070 4,00 0.02573 
0.85 0.0053 5,67 
0.90 0.0036 9,00 0,04642 
o.~25 0.0027 12.33 
Q.95 0.0018 19.00 0.07012 









600 - 1.5121 · 
TABLE XXX 
CALCUL.A TION OF V FOR lf-HEPTANE IN 
ETHANE-N-HEPTANE B1NARY 
1 yV yY -v 
Ye -Ye Pc n C c2 2 2 2 2 
0.438 0.0046 1.0046 0.562 0.89403 
0.705 0.01'64 1-.0165 0.295 0 ... 82628 
.0 .. 791 0.0248 1..0251 0 .• 209 0.76492 
0.834 0.0310 1.0315 0.-166 0 ... 70687 
0 .. 878 0..,0400 1.0408 0.122 o .. 59875 
0 .. 898 0 .. 0454 L.0464 -0.102 0.49458 
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